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ABSTRACT 

The effect of crystallisation solvent on crystal 

morphology and mechanical properties of ibuprofen was 

studied. Intermolecular potentials were calculated to 

assess the relative growth rates of crystal faces of 

ibuprofen. Comparison of the predicted morphology with 

solution-"grown crystals clarified the interaction of 

solvent with the growing crystal. Single crystal 

dissolution and x--ray techniques indicated that crystals 

grown from non--polar solvents were more strained. In 

conjunction with solution NMR results (which showed 

differences in molecular association in solvents of 

varying polarity) this led to two different growth 

mechanisms being proposed. The crystal structure of 

resolved S(+) ibuprofen confirmed that enantiomeric 

dimers present in non-polar solvents could act as 

additives, selectively decreasing the growth rate at 

specific crystal faces, and introducing lattice strain. 

Deformation processes of ibuprofen did not appear to be 

changed by the solvent of crystallisation. However, 

crystals grown from non-polar solvents fractured 

readily. In conjunction with the unfavourable acicular 

morphology this is likely to be a source of processing 

problems of industrially produced crystals. 
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SYMBOLS USED 

a Directional vector used to define crystal lattice 

A Area supporting applied tensile force 

Ai Area of face i 

b Directional vector used to define crystal lattice 

b Burgers vector of a dislocation 

c Directional vector used to define crystal lattice 

C Concentration in bulk solution 

Ci Equilibrium concentration in interfacial layer 

Cp Polarisation factor 

Cs Equilibrium concentration in a saturated layer 

dhkl Spacing between two consecutive lattice rows 

dgF Sample to film distance 

D Diffusion coefficient 

Delec Dielectric constant 

Eatt Attachment ener gy 

El Line energy of a di slocation 

Esl Slice energy 

QE Cohesive energy of solvent 

QED Contribution to QE from non-polar interactions 

, AEI Contribution to AE from hydrogen bonding 

LEp Contribution to QE from permanent dipole 

interactions 
._ 

F Applied tensile force 

Fhkl Structure factor 

h Thickness of stationary layer around dissolving 

crystal 

V 



(hkl) Crystal face or lattice plane 

(hkl) Crystal form, compromising all faces equivalent 

by symmetry to (hkl) 

QHf Enthalpy of fusion 

, &Hs Enthalpy of sublimation 

, 
&Hv Enthalpy of vaporisation 

k Boltzmann constant 

kobs Observed rate constant 

kr Rate constant for surface reaction 

kt Transport rate constant 

KHN Knoop hardness number 

Kobs Observed apparent rate constant 

1 Line direction of a dislocation 

L Change in free energy on crystallisation 

ns Number of nearest neighbours in surface layer 

nt Total number of nearest neighbours 

Nc Crystal density 

Ns Solubility 

PBC Periodic Bond Chain 

qi Fractional charge on atom i 

R Gas constant 

S Surface area of solid 

T Absolute temperature 

Tm Melting point 

TR Roughening temperature 

u Shear modulus of a dislocation 

[uvw] Crystal edge or zone axis or lattice row 

<uvw> All edges, zones axes or lattice rows equivalent 
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by symmetry to [uvw] 

V Molar volume of solvent 

Vc Unit cell volume 

Velec Electrostatic contribution to the intermolecular 

interaction 

VVDW Contribution of Van der Waals interactions to the 

intermolecular interaction 

Xs. eq Ratio of solubility to crystal density 

z Number of asymmetric units per unit cell 

C4 Angle defining unit cell 

C(J Jackson a-factor 

ß Angle defining unit cell 

8D Dipole parameter of solvent 

all Hydrogen--bonding parameter of solvent 

6p Non-polar parameter of solvent 

5g Extinction distance 

b Angle defining unit cell 

Wavelength 

Mosaic spread or lattice strain 

Crystallographic anisotropy factor 

Supersaturation 

öi Specific free energy of face i 

Surface free energy 

sinter Intermolecular contribution to crystallisation 

energy 

OB Bragg angle 

d01/2 Rocking curve width 
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INTRODUCTION 



1 INTRODUCTION 

It is increasingly recognised that solid-state 

properties of pharmaceutical materials are of great 

importance in determining their processing behaviour. In 

particular, with the development of high-speed tableting 

equipment, the selection of materials with good 

flowability and which compress readily to form strong 

compacts is of prime importance. In many cases, use of 

suitable excipients is possible, but where the drug 

compound is present in high proportions, the solid-state 

properties of the active material itself are critical. 

The term "crystal engineering" has been coined to 

describe development of crystalline materials with 

morphological and mechanical properties appropriate to 

their required function. In general, manipulation of 

solid-state properties is carried out at the 

crystallisation stage, since it is at this point that 

properties such as polymorphic form, crystal morphology, 

and defect structure are determined. Later processing 

operations such as comminution can also be utilised to 

alter solid-state properties, but acquisition of the 

suitable qualities at the crystallisation stage 

eliminates the, need for such additional steps. 

Alteration of crystallisation conditions can 

therefore be used to manipulate crystal properties, for 

example by change of crystallisation temperature, 

solvent, or use of face-specific growth inhibitors for 

2. 



habit modification. In order to do so in a controlled 

manner, the crystal structure must be studied and 

potential interaction sites determined. A recent patent 

stated "there are no known means of predicting which 

solvent would result in a given, desirable crystal 

habit" 1. Other workers have however been successful in 

designing chemical additives which did alter crystal 

morphology in a predictable way 2,3.4. There is 

therefore scope for extending this work to determine the 

effect of an alteration in crystallisation solvent on 

crystal morphology. 

One drug compound associated with a number of 

processing problems which derive from its crystal 

morphology is ibuprofen, (2-(4-isobutylphenyl)propionic 

acid]. It is crystallised on an industrial scale from 

hexane, giving elongated acicular crystals. However, 

this shape is not well suited to tableting and there is 

a history of problems associated with compaction of 

ibuprofen. In general, crystals of a rod or needle-like 

habit exhibit poor flow characteristics, as does 

ibuprofen, which also may adhere to the faces of tablet 

punches and dies during compression, and tablets 

produced may laminate during decompression 1. These 

problems are thought to be due at least in part to the 

crystal morphology. 

-Ibuprofen compacts have been observed to undergo 

strain recovery on storage (expansion of compacts in 

both radial and axial directions), even at low levels of 

3 



humidity 5. This can eventually lead to capping on 

storage or splitting of the tablet coating. This may be 

due to the brittle nature of ibuprofen, forming 

relatively weak compacts especially in comparison with 

lactose and other materials which deform plastically 6. 

Ibuprofen, in common with other non-steroidal anti- 

inflammatory drug compounds (NSAIDs), is present as a 

very high proportion of the tablet bulk, thus its 

solid-state properties are critical in determining the 

mechanical behaviour of compacts. 

It was found empirically 1 that equant crystals 

with improved flow and compaction properties can be 

obtained by changing the solvent of crystallisation from 

hexane to methanol. The claim of more cost-effective 

processing due to reduced pharmaceutical production 

down-time (due to decreased sticking of tablets to 

punches and dies) is of great importance since the 

product commands such a large share of the world market. 

The crystals produced are of relatively larger particle 

sizes and increased bulk density compared to those 

recrystallised from hexane, which may also contribute to 

the change in compactibility. However, the authors did 

not investigate the possibility that the internal 

structure and mechanical properties of the crystals also 

differed, despite noticing changes in other associated 

properties of the crystals -a decrease in the tendency 

of the material to sublime, and altered dissolution 

rates. 

4 



Although the crystal structure of ibuprofen is 

known, no studies characterising growth mechanism or 

morphology have been carried out, so it is unclear how 

methanol changes crystal shape. In fact, reference (1) 

lists twenty other solvents which, used alone or in 

combination, are claimed to yield the equidimensional or 

hexagonal morphology. A study of the factors influencing 

the morphology of ibuprofen is therefore of interest in 

its own right-in-addition to possible variation in 

solid-state properties induced by the changes in 

crystallisation conditions. 

5 



1.1 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this work were twofold. The first 

objective was to characterise the effects of solvents on 

the crystal morphology, by growing larger crystals than 

those produced commercially, in order that the 

morphology could be more readily studied. Secondly, the 

influence of a change in crystallisation solvent on the 

hardness, reactivity and mechanical properties of 

ibuprofen crystals,, and the mechanisms by which any 

variation occurred, were also of interest. 
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Figure 1.1: A crystal space lattice 
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Figure-1.2: Crystal faces and net planes 
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1.2 CRYSTAL GROWTH AND MORPHOLOGY 

Crystal structures consist of regular periodic 

arrays of lattice points, each having by definition the 

same local environment. In molecular crystals these 

lattice points are associated with one or more molecules 

(which make up the repeating or asymmetric unit) the 

conformation of which is repeated at equivalent lattice 

points by the operation of various symmetry operators 

(reflection, rotation, or translation). The array of 

translation equivalent points in a three dimensional 

structure makes a space lattice normally defined by the 

smallest and least oblique parallelepiped which has the 

full symmetry of the lattice (the unit cell), defined by 

the directional vectors a, b and c, and the included 

angles a, ß and 15r. (f igure 1.1) ._ 

A crystal lattice can be regarded as infinite in 

extent, with order that extends in three dimensions. 

Crystal planes are denoted by Miller indices (hkl). 

These are illustrated in figure 1.2 which shows a 

portion of a crystal. The shortest horizontal lattice 

repeats are a, b and therefore the row lines OA, OB are 

taken as axes. The third axis OC is vertical. The 

crystal is bounded by vertical faces DE, EF, and FG. 

Face DE is parallel to the plane of a net that cuts axis 

OA at a distance a from 0 and is parallel to axes OB and 

OC; it may be denoted by coefficients lp» of the 

intercepts la, . ob, .. c (Weiss coefficients). Similarly 
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face FG may be denoted by -1- and EF by 11-. Integers 

proportional to the reciprocals of these coefficients 

(Miller indices) are more convenient to'use and these 

are now universally accepted in geometrical and x-ray 

crystallography. Table 1.1 contains the Miller indices 

for the faces described. 

Face Weiss coefficient Miller indices 

OD (010) 

DE 10000 (100) 

EF 11co (110) 

FG oo1** (010) 

GO 10000 (100) 

TABLE 1.1: WEISS COEFFICIENTS AND MILLER INDICES OF 

CRYSTAL FACES ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 1.2. 

Directions` within a crystal system are also 

described in terms of directional vect'rs a, b 'and c. 

For_ example, row EF in figure 1.2 is, parallel`Y to the row 

line OH joining origin 0 to lattice pö nt'H whose 

coordinates are -a, b, O. These coordinates"are used as 

indices to designate the row direction, which is [110]. 

Due to the long-range order present within the 

crystal, crystal planes will, always be at the same 
interfacial angles to, eachother provided the internal 

:ýý 
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Figure 1.3: Crystals showing the same 
habit but different combination of forms 

"Figure 1.4,: Crystals showing the same 
combination of forms but different habit 
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structure remains constant. The external appearance of a 

crystal is described in terms of its overall shape (or 

habit) and/or the combination of faces (forms) 

displayed. The difference between these terms is 

illustrated in figures 1.3 and 1.4. 

Stereographic projections are often used to assist 

in identification of crystal planes or forms. These are 

representations on a plane of projections of face 

normals or crystal directions onto the surface of a 

sphere surrounding the crystal. Further details of the 

construction of a stereographic projection can be found 

in reference (7). Figure 1.5 shows the construction of a 

stereographic projection. C is the centre of the crystal 

and of a sphere, radius r, with a reference axis SCN 

vertical. CD is the trace of the horizontal plane 

through C; this is the plane of the projection. CP 

denotes a face normal meeting the surface of the sphere 

at P. The line joining PS cuts plane CD at Q, the 

stereographic projection point (or pole) of the crystal 

face. If the face normal makes angle x with the 

vertical, the stereographic distance CQ - r. tan(x/2). 

When x'90' the stereographic pole is on the equatorial 

circle. When x>90' as for CP', the stereographic pole 

is outside the projection. Interfacial angles can 

therefore be calculated from stereographic projections, 

or more simply by use of a Wulff net such as the one 

illustrated in figure 1.6, in which the lines are drawn 

at 2' intervals. The program STEREO 8 on the VAX 
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Figure 1.5: Construction of the stereographic 
projection 
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Figure 1.6: A Wulff net 
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computer at Strathclyde University was used in this work 

to draw stereographic projections when required (see 

section 2.4.1). 
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1.2.1 Crystal Growth 

Crystals can be grown by a variety of techniques, 

the selection of which is dependent on the properties of 

the material and the end-use of the crystals. 

1. Melt growth: Crystals grown by slow cooling of the 

molten material. Large, good quality crystals can be 

produced where the melt is stable over the growth 

period. The morphology of the resulting crystals is 

generally dependent on the shape of the vessel. 

2. Solution growth: Crystal quality is dependent on 

selection of appropriate growth conditions, but good 

purity and face development can be obtained as can 

relatively low dislocation density. The morphology can 

be affected by the degree of supersaturation, solvent 

interactions and the rate of cooling or evaporation. 

Large crystals can in principle be grown by this 

technique, limited partly by the size of the vessel. 

3. Vapour growth: controlled sublimation of the 

material takes place in a hot zone in the vessel. The 

vapour diffuses to cooler regions where nucleation can 

take place. In this case, the morphology is independent 

of any solvent interactions. 

4. Gel growth: Nucleation and growth of small 

crystals, usually of high purity, occurs by controlled 

interdiffusion. of solutions of two or more materials, 

either as a controlled reaction or 'salting-out' effect. 
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A more complete review of crystallisation 

techniques can be found in B. R. Pamplin (1980) Crystal 

Growth, 2nd edn., Pergamon Press, Oxford or J. W. Mullin 

(1961) Crystallisation, Butterworths, London. 

Crystallisation of pharmaceuticals on an industrial 

scale is normally carried out by rapid precipitation of 

materials from solution as it is usually the most cost- 

effective technique. Crystals are easily separated from 

the growth liquor by filtration and drying to evaporate 

any entrapped solvent. In this work, the influence of 

solvent on the growth form of ibuprofen is of interest, 

so only growth of crystals from solution or vapour phase 

(to determine the morphology in the absence of solvent) 

will be further considered. 

1.2.1.1 Generation of Supersaturation and Formation of 

Nuclei 

The driving force for crystal growth is 

supersaturation, whether growth is taking place from 

solution or the vapour phase. Supersaturation can be 

achieved by addition of a non-solvent (resulting in 

precipitation of the dissolved material), evaporation of 

the solvent from a solution or by cooling of a saturated 

solution or vapour. Supersaturation alone is not 

sufficient to induce crystal growth - stable nuclei must 

also be formed before growth can proceed. 
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The formation of nuclei takes place randomly, as 

molecules in solution are attracted to each other by 

hydrogen-bonding or weak electrostatic interactions. As 

supersaturation is increased, the probability of 

molecular collisions will increase. Random association 

and disassociation of the molecules occurs, but beyond a 

critical--size it becomes more thermodynamically 

favourable-for the nuclei to continue to grow. Figure 

1.7 shows a generalised solubility curve. As a solution 

is cooled beyond the saturation limit, the solution or 

vapour phase becomes supersaturated. In this metastable 

region, the concentration of the material remains above 

the saturation limit, but molecular collisions are not 

frequent enough to induce nucleation. A seed crystal 

introduced at this point would, however, immediately 

start to grow. Once a critical point (the metastable 

limit) is reached, where it is more thermodynamically 

favourable for the loose associations of molecules to 

continue to grow rather than dissociate, nucleation will 

take place. The size of the molecular aggregates formed 

is such that their excess free energy is less than that 

of the molecules in solution, leading to an overall 

decrease in the free energy of the solution as 

nucleation takes place. When the solution is cooled too 

quickly, nuclei do not have time to form and a 

supe; cooled liquid phase, may be produced. 

Homogeneous nucleation takes place when collisions 

between molecules are frequent (ie in the situation 

t 
ýý 
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Figure 1.8: Attachment of crystallising units 
to growing crystal surface 
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described above). Heterogeneous nucleation takes place 

at lower levels of supersaturation, when molecules 

condense onto surfaces (not nuclei of the crystallising 

material) available in solution eg dust, glass spicules 

or seed crystals of another substance. In practice it is 

very difficult to guarantee a solution is free from 

foreign particles. 

Subsequent growth of the nuclei or of seed crystals 

introduced into the solution or vapour is dependent on 

transport of new molecular units to-the growth 

interface, and will only occur while the solution or 

vapour is-maintained at or above saturation point. 

1.2.1.2 Crystal-Growth Mechanisms 

The growth of a crystal involves the transport of 

molecules from the crystallising medium (whether vapour, 

solution or melt) to the crystal surface, diffusion on 

the surface to a suitable site, and incorporation into 

the surface. The probability that a molecule will become 

attached to the surface is dependent on the amount of 

energy that will be released during this reaction, and 

this in turn is dependent on the nature of the surface. 

Considering a two-dimensional representation of a 

crystal as shown in figure 1.8, a molecule becoming 

attached to an atomically smooth surface (position A) 

can form bonds with only one nearest neighbour. On a 
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rough surface, bonds may be formed with two (step sites) 

or three (kink sites) nearest neighbours. B and C 

respectively represent step sites and kink sites. A 

rough surface will therefore exhibit faster growth 

rates. However it is not energetically favourable for 

crystal surfaces to be rough, as discussed in the 

following section. 

1.2.1.2.1 Equilibrium Forms 

In the following theoretical consideration of 

crystal growth, it is assumed that crystal morphology is 

only dependent on the internal structure of the crystal, 

as may be expected in growth of crystals from a slightly 

supersaturated vapour. In most cases the actual growth 

form of a crystal may differ significantly from the 

thermodynamic equilibrium form which is predicted from 

the above assumption, but nevertheless knowledge of the 

equilibrium form can be of use when determining the 

effects of the growth environment on crystal shape. 

The equilibrium form is subject to Gibbs' rule 9 

which requires that the crystal be bound by a surface 

having the minimum surface free energy: 

I-g djAi - minimum (1.1) 

where di is the specific free energy of the ith face, 
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Figure 1.9: Construction of the equilibrium 
form according to the Gibbs- 
Wulff relationship, using the 
Herring construction 
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and Ai its area. If face normals are drawn from a point 

inside the crystal, termed the Wulff point (W in figure 

1.9), their lengths made proportional to iýi and the 

faces drawn as infinite planes through the ends of the 

normals, then the innermost complete body is the 

equilibrium form 10. In the absence of an accessible 

method for calculating surface free energy, a number of 

different methods of determining equilibrium morphology 

have been developed. 

We can conclude from the Gibbs-Wulff relationship 

that the slowest growing faces have a low surface free 

energy, a condition favoured by close packing of the 

molecules. This leads to a high interplanar spacing 

(dhkl) since the unit cell volume remains the same. The 

geometrical laws of Donnay and Harker 11 are derived 

using similar reasoning. They concluded that the most 

important crystallographic faces (hkl) will have the 

greatest dhkl values taking into account sub-multiples 

of the interplanar spacing due to space-group symmetry 

(ie centring, screw axes, glide planes). These rules 

still provide a good-initial guide for identifying the 

crystal faces likely to dominate the morphology. 

Geometric models do not consider the nature of 

inter-molecular bonding within the crystal structure, 

which can increase the rate of crystal growth in 

specific directions. -The work of Hartman and Perdok 
12,13 attempted to quantify crystal growth theory in 
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terms of the interaction between crystallising units. 

The surface free energy terms were replaced by the 

surface energies 14, thus only bond energies needed to 

be taken into account. It was concluded that the 

morphology of a crystal is governed by chains of strong 

bonds (periodic bond chains or PBC's) running through 

the crystal structure. 

The attachment energy (Eatt), defined as the bond 

energy released when one crystallising unit is attached 

to the surface of a crystal face, replaces the surface 

energy term, which is therefore calculated from the 

strengths of the unfilled bonds left at the crystal 

surface. Assuming that the time required for a bond to 

form will decrease with increasing bond energy, the 

displacement velocity of a face will increase as Eatt 

increases. The attachment energy of a crystal face will 

therefore be representative of its morphological 

importance 15 and can be used as a measure of growth 

rate. Flat (F) faces, where the PBC's are parallel to 

the surface will grow most slowly and so dominate the 

morphology; Stepped (S) faces will be of lower 

importance; Kinked (K) faces are very rare or do not 

occur at all, since the PBC's are protruding from the 

surface. 

It should be noted that for a crystal to grow in 

the direction of a strong bond, these bonds must form an 

uninterrupted chain through the structure. If a bond 

chain contains different types of bonds, the strength of 
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the weakest bond determines the influence of the PBC. 

Another concept resulting from the PBC theory is 

that of the slice energy (Esl) or layer energy, that is, 

the energy released on the formation of a layer of 

molecules of thickness dhkl 15, this is complementary to 

the Eatt such that : 

'linter ° Eatt + Es1 (1.2) 

where sinter is the intermolecular contribution to the 

crystallisation energy. Both terms are illustrated in 

figure 1.10. 

A variation on the PBC approach was developed 3 to 

predict morphologies of a number of carboxylic acids. It 

was assumed that crystal growth could be approximated by 

a layer mechanism, - with the oncoming layer, of thickness 

dhkl" having the same structure as the bulk crystal. 

Relaxation of the bulk structures at the crystal 

surfaces has been shown for naphthalene but the general 

pattern of the structure was the same as the bulk 

crystal 16,17. 

Atom-atom potential calculations were used to 

estimate slice and attachment energy terms. Esl was 

calculated as a pairwise summation of interactions 

between a central molecule in the slice and all 

surrounding molecules within the slice; Eatt was the sum 

of the interactions between the same molecule and 

surrounding molecules outwith the slice. 
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Various authors have derived atom-atom potential 

parameters to describe intermolecular interactions in 

different classes of compounds. These can be considered 

in terms of electrostatic, Van der Waals attractive and 

repulsive contributions, and, if applicable, a 

hydrogen-bonding contribution. 

The electrostatic contribution is commonly 

described by a simple coulombic interaction 

Velec - gi"qj / Delec"r (1.3) 

where qi and qj are the fractional charges on atoms i 

and i separated by distance, r. Delec is the dielectric 

constant. 

Non-bonded Van der Waals interactions can be 

described by a number of potential functions, all of 

which have the same general form, including attractive 

and repulsive contributions. Two of the most common are: 

Vvdw = -A / r6 +B/ r12 (1.4) 

a Lennard-Jonesr6-12 potential function. and 

Vvdw - -A / r6 +B exp(-C. r) (1.5) 

a Buckingham 6-exponential function, where r is as 

defined before. A, B and C are constants, determined by 

the interacting atoms, and are known as the potential 
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parameters. 

A rough estimate of Ginter can be obtained from 18 

the sublimation enthalpy QH3: 

sinter -2RT - 6Hs (1.6) 

and used to check the accuracy of lattice energy 

calculations performed using potential sets. Atom-atom 

potential functions such as those described, are 

generally applicable only to the types of chemical 

compounds from which they are derived. Accuracy in 

calculation-of (linter alone is a poor guide to the 

usefulness of a potential set to predict the equilibrium 

morphology, as it is possible to obtain reasonable 

values for sinter with a potential set which produces 

large discrepancies in the original unit cell parameters 

when used to determine the minimum energy crystal 

structure 19. A potential set should be found such that 

the minimum in lattice energy occurs at the experimental 

crystal structure. , 

If these conditions are fulfilled, then the 

potential function used may be expected to give 

reasonable values for Eatt (these are difficult to 

verify experimentally due to the difficulty in 

calculating surface energies). 
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1.2.1.2.2 BCF Theory 

Molecules attaching to a crystal surface are more 

likely to be incorporated at a rough interface than a 

smooth one. However, the Gibbs-Wulff and Hartman-Perdok 

approaches both indicate that the most stable faces are 

molecularly smooth. Once one molecule attaches to the 

surface, subsequent molecules may attach themselves more 

readily to the step formed, being able to form bonds 

with two nearest neighbours. Growth would then occur 

relatively rapidly until the surface was once more flat, 

as illustrated in figure 1.11. A cluster of molecules of 

critical radius must be formed before a stable nucleus 

can begin to grow. This two-dimensional nucleation is 

therefore the rate determining step in the birth-and- 

spread mechanism, in a manner analogous to the formation 

of critical nuclei in a supersaturated solution. 

The activation energy of formation of a two- 

dimensional nucleus on a completed surface layer was 

derived by. Burton, Cabrera and Frank 20 (hence BCF 

theory). It was found that at relatively low 

supersaturations, no growth should be observed on a 

perfect crystal since the free energy required was so 

high that such a process was highly improbable (except 

under conditions of high supersaturation or low 

solid/solution interfacial tension). Additionally, 

observed growth rates were much higher than would be 

expected if the crystal surfaces were perfect 21. It was 
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Figure 1.11: Two-dimensional surface nucleation 

Figure 1.12: Spiral growth due to the presence 
of a screw dislocation 
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proposed 20 that dislocations (that is crystal 

imperfections) having a screw component perpendicular to 

the surface would provide a continuous source of new 

surface layers, as shown in figure 1.12, and growth 

could proceed in a spiral manner. The need for surface 

nucleation is therefore bypassed. 

The physical nature of dislocations and other 

crystal defects now known to exist will be discussed in 

section 1.2.3. 
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1.2.2 Crystal Morphology and its Modification 

Crystal growth is a non-equilibrium process, since 

a crystal in equilibrium with its surroundings will not 

grow. Because of this, the equilibrium form of a crystal 

is rarely observed in practice. Crystal morphology is 

therefore not purely dependent on internal structure. 

but also on the growth environment. The differing 

extents to which various growth parameters affect growth 

rates of individual crystal faces are responsible for 

morphological changes. These kinetic factors must be 

superimposed on the underlying thermodynamics in order 

to predict the most stable form. 

Growth parameters which have the most significant 

effects are supersaturation, temperature, solvent (where 

applicable), and impurities or additives. None of these 

factors act independently. For example it may not be 

possible to distinguish the effects of supersaturation 

and temperature in early reports of crystal habit 

modification, since crystal growth experiments were 

rarely carried out at constant supersaturation 
29. 

The nature of the crystal surface - its structure 

and perfection - determines whether two-dimensional 

nucleation is possible, or whether growth dislocations 

offer the only source of growth steps. The free energy 

required to form a closed step around a surface cluster 

makes such a process unlikely unless supersaturation is 

very high or solid/solution interfacial tension very 
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low. 

A change in the degree of supersaturation can 

therefore alter crystal morphology through a change in 

the mechanism and thereby rate of growth of a particular 

face. Differences in the surface structure of individual 

faces mean that growth mechanisms will change at 

different levels of supersaturation. 

Interfacial tension is determined by bonding at the 

crystal/solution interface, so at a given 

supersaturation it is the nature of this bonding which 

is crucial in determining the growth mechanism 22. The 

oC-factor (or dJ) was introduced by Jackson22 as a 

surface-bonding parameter which could be used to 

determine the growth mechanism of a crystal face. 

dJ was initially defined as 

FaCJ=S . L/kT (1.7) 

where L= the change in internal energy on 

crystallisation; k= Boltzmann constant; T= Absolute 

temperature; ; S,, the crystallographic anisotropy factor s 

ns/nt where ns is the number of nearest neighbours in 

the surface layer and nt is the total number of nearest 

neighbours. 

Plotting the change in surface free energy dI on 

crystallisation versus the proportion of filled surface 

sites, it was found that for low values of dJ (below 

about 2), dI was a minimum when half the surface sites 
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were filled, whereas at higher values, a minimum was 

observed when only a few surface sites were filled. 

This was interpreted as meaning that for low values 

of d. J, surface nucleation would be relatively easy with 

new-layers continuously available. At higher values, 

growth would be restricted to formation of new layers at 

a limited number of sites. 

Calculation of . j-values for crystal growth from 

solution showed that consideration of solvent-solute 

interactions was also necessary 23. Strong interactions 

(high solubility) should lead to a decrease in 

interfacial tension and hence changes in the value of 

dJ. Firstly replacing the original definition of S with, 

S- Est / hinter (1.0) 

allowed the strength of the bonds formed within the new 

growth layer to be considered 24. 

The interaction between solute and solvent was then 

considered using solid-fluid*block models, comparing the 

relative strength of interaction of solute-solute or 

solute-solvent, and the influence of solubility could 

then be taken into account 25: 

dJ aS[ LHf/R. T - lnxs. eq ] (1.9) 

where &if is the heat of fusion; and xs. eq = Ns/NC s the 

ratio of solubility to crystal density. 
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Simulated growth experiments 26 have been used to 

study the relationship between the value of otJ and the 

growth mechanism. 

Linear growth kinetics were observed at low values 

of cJ (below about 2.5) that is at high solubilities, 

since the interface is rough, even at very low 

supersaturation. The growth rate is directly 

proportional to the supersaturation. As roughening 

increases, all growth rate anisotropy is lost and non- 

facetted growth forms appear. As dJ rises above 2.5, 

growth is better described by a birth-and-spread model. 

Eventually as 4j rises above 4.0 (low solubility), the 

interface becomes so smooth, it poses a high energy 

barrier to nucleation at low supersaturation. Growth 

steps produced by emergent screw dislocations offer the 

only source of step and kink sites. The steps formed in 

both mechanisms are fed by surface diffusion of adsorbed 

molecules, so growth rates are still dependent on 

supersaturation but by a more complex relationship. 

From equation 1.9 it can be seen that the a. -factor 

is inversely proportional to temperature. A transition 

temperature will exist for each crystal face (the 

roughening temperature, TR) where the growth mechanism 

changes. 

A change in the crystallisation solvent can 

therefore lead to a complete change in the growth 

mechanism of a crystal face due to solubility changes 

alone. An example of this is the change in growth rate 
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of (1101 faces of hexamethylene tetramine (HMT) crystals 

27 The growth rate from aqueous solution was found to 

be considerably faster than from ethanolic solution at 

equivalent supersaturations. Fitting of kinetic data to 

equations describing different growth mechanisms 

indicated that in water a surface nucleation mechanism 

best described the results whereas in ethanol a spiral 

growth mechanism appeared to operate. This was later 

confirmed by experimental observation of growth 

surfaces28. Calculation of a-factors in the two 

solutions found aJ=0.5 in, water, and 5.0 in ethanol, 

where the solubility is an order of magnitude lower 27. 

The results are therefore consistent with theory. 

As solubility increases (due to temperature or a 

change of solvent) and aj increases, dislocations become 

a more important source of new growth layers, especially 

at low supersaturations. 'Temperature, supersaturation 

and solubility all contribute and cannot be considered 

in isolation. 

1.2.2.1 Solvent Adsorption 

The effect of increasing solubility is to roughen 

the growing crystal surface, increasing the number of 

kink, sites available and thereby increasing the growth 

rate. However, other factors may interfere with this) 

process, and the influence of different solvents cannot 

ti 
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Figure 1.13: The habit of succinic acid crystals 
grown from 
(a) aqueous solution, and 
(b) isopropanol solution 
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always be explained on the basis of solubility changes. 

An example of this is seen in the growth of 

succinic acid crystals from aqueous and isopropanol 

solutions 29. The (010) and (001) faces of succinic acid 

were found to grow faster from water than from 

isopropanol (figure 1.13), resulting in a change of 

habit from platelets to needles. Calculation of d. - 

factors indicated that changes in surface roughness were 

not responsible for the changes in growth rate. 

Solubility data showed that isopropanol could 

interact more strongly with succinic acid (through 

hydrogen-bonding) than could water, and therefore might 

be expected to interact more strongly at the crystal- 

solution interface. The necessity of displacing solvent 

before growth could take place would result in a slowing 

of growth compared to that from water. At (001) 

surfaces, carboxylic acid groups are normal to the 

surface. Adsorption of solvent would therefore decrease 

diffusional flux to growth steps. At (010) faces, they 

are parallel to the surface and kink sites would 

therefore be blocked by adsorbed solvent. Both are 

therefore likely to be affected by adsorption of 

isopropanol. 

The morphology of E-Caprolactam (CAP) is also 

affected by solvent adsorption. CAP crystals grown from 

water are elongated flat needles whereas those grown 

from alkanes form thin plates as illustrated in figure 
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Figure 1.14: Habit of E-Caprolactam 
grown from 
(a) water 
(b) alkanes 
(c) toluene or ethyl acetate 
(d) acetone 
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(a) 

Figure 1.15 (a): Packing arrangement of 
E-Caprolactam at the (200) 
face 

(b). 

c 
Figure 1.15 (b): Disruption of the E-Caprolactam 

dimer by water molecules 
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1.14. Grown from toluene, ethyl acetate or acetone, the 

crystals become thicker and less elongated than those 

grown from water. 

Observed differences in growth morphology could 

again be explained on the basis of adsorption of solvent 

at specific surface sites. The dominant crystal face, 

(2001, consists of layers of approximately upright 

dimers as shown in figure 1.15(a). In aqueous solution, 

the dimer structure is disrupted by interaction with 

water molecules, illustrated in figure 1.15(b), 

preventing the direct incorporation of dimer units. 

Water molecules are also able to block free adsorption 

sites on the growing surface. 

Dimer groups are also aligned along the side (110 

faces, and a similar mechanism appears to operate at 

this face. On the end (111) faces however, the hydrogen 

bonds zig-zag and obstruction of adsorption sites by 

water molecules does not appear to be as effective, 

growth being able to occur by half layers. 

Alcohol and other polar molecules form hydrogen 

bonds much less strongly with CAP than water, hence 

growth of CAP is less disturbed in these solvents. 

A different mechanism was proposed to explain the 

growth morphology from alkanes, dependent on the change 

in orientational disorder in the liquid adjacent to the 

crystal faces. The symmetrical alkane molecules are 

likely to be regularly packed at the hydrocarbon (200) 

surfaces (partly due to their shape, partly to the low 
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solubility of CAP ie there are many more solvent than 

solute molecules), increasing the free energy required 

to form new growth steps. In solvents consisting of more 

asymmetrical molecules, the orientational order at the 

interface will be decreased, in part due to the increase 

in the proportion of solute molecules, and a 

corresponding decrease in the free energy required 

results in increased growth rates. 

The effects of solvent adsorption can also be 

explained on an attachment energy basis. Eatt is a 

measure of the energy released by the formation of new 

bonds when a crystallising unit becomes attached to a 

growing crystal surface. If formation of new bonds has 

to be preceded by the breaking of crystal-solvent bonds 

then the net amount of energy released will be lessened, 

resulting in a lower effective Eatt, and a change in the 

12 
morphological importance of the affected faces . 

1.2.2.3 Adsorption of Impurities 

The presence of even minute amounts of impurities 

(mole fractions as low as 10-9) in systems undergoing 

crystallisation may also cause pronounced changes in 

growth rate and crystal habit 29. Their effect can be 

described in similar terms as solvent adsorption on 

specific surfaces. Growth from solution has itself been 

described as growth from an impure melt, with the 
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solvent acting as the major impurity 31. 

The first observations of this phenomenon were made 

by Buckley 32,33 who reported changes in habit of a 

number of inorganic chemicals due to the presence of 

dissolved dyes in solution. The most dramatic effects 

were observed with dyes such as Brilliant Azurine 

B(511), Tryptan Red (438), Naphthol Black (315), 

Brilliant Congo R(456) and Sky Blue FF (518) which were 

found to alter the morphology of crystals of KC103, 

K2S04, K2CrO4 and NH4C104. 

Presence of trace amounts of impurities led to 

adsorption only on the most receptive faces, leading to 

habit modification. Higher concentrations of impurity 

however could lead to adsorption on all faces, not 

necessarily to the same degree, and could produce yet 

another habit modification or completely prevent crystal 

growth. 

Some of these habit modifiers were very strongly 

adsorbed and were observed as "hour-glass" patterns or 

striations in the grown crystals. Modifiers which 

interacted less strongly with the growing surface were 

adsorbed and desorbed rapidly by a competitive 

mechanism, resulting in a modified crystal relatively 

free from contamination. 

Significant changes in morphology can be produced 

in this way, and can be of use in improving product 

performance34. It is however only recently that work on 

organic systems by the Weizmann Institute has led to an 
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understanding of the ways in which additives can be 

designed to alter crystal morphology in a predictable 

way 2,35,36 

A simple correlation can be made between the 

structure of the "tailor-made" additive and the 

directions of growth affected. Habit-modifying additives 

have been designed by slightly modifying substrate 

molecules. The additive molecules can only-be adsorbed 

on those faces at which the modified moiety emerges from 

the surface. The modified side-chain then perturbs the 

regular deposition of oncoming layers, decreasing growth 

rates normal to these layers, relative to rates normal 

to unaffected faces..; With an understanding of the 

solid-state system of-interest, it is therefore possible 

to design surface-specific molecules. 

This approach is illustrated by the modification of 

the habit of benzamide crystals 37. Benzamide grown from 

ethanol forms plate-like crystals elongated along the 

b-axis, due to the NH... 0 bonds interlinking cyclic 

dimers (see figure 1.16(a)) to form ribbon structures. 

These are stacked along the a-axis and stabilised by 

electrostatic interactions. The plate-like nature is due 

to weak Van der Waals contacts between phenyl groups on 

adjacent (001) planes. Benzoic acid molecules present in 

solution decrease the growth rate along the b-axis by 

interrupting the chain of NH... 0 bonds. Substitution of 

benzoic acid for a benzamide molecule results in 

replacement of a favourable N-H bond by the lone pair of 
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electrons of a hydroxyl oxygen atom, thus introducing a 

repulsive O... O interaction as illustrated in figure 

1.17. 

Similarly, p-toluamide was found to produce thinner 

plattes by 'disruption of growth along the c-axis by the 

methyl substituent on the aromatic ring (see fig 1.17); 

and o-toluamide (a heavily twisted molecule) decreased 

growth 'along the ä-'axis 
. 

Changes in the crystal habit'of amino-acid systems 

on the addition of small amounts of structurally similar 

amino-acids have also been closely studied. For 

instance, modification of the habit of L-asparagine- 

monohydrate by L-aspartic acid 40 was shown. by x-ray 

diffraction studies to take place by a similar mechanism 

to that described for modification of benzamide 

morphology. 

Figure 1.18: The chemical structure of (a) Asparagine 
(b) Aspartic acid 

Aspartic acid (figure 1.18(b)) is adsorbed in positions 

where the NH2-CH-COOH group can substitute for that of 

Asparagine (figure 1.18(a)), leaving the carboxylic acid 
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group protruding, and setting up a repulsive 0.... 0 

interaction with incoming asparagine molecules. This was 

most effective in reducing the growth rate at (0101 

faces, where the carboxylic acid groups protruded 

directly from the surface. 

Chiral molecules have been used in a similar 

fashion to induce morphology changes in achiral crystals 

(racemic or meso compounds) 38, and also to determine 

the absolute configuration of polar crystals 36. 
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1.3 CRYSTAL DEFECTS AND DEFORMATION MECHANISMS 

It was shown in section 1.2.1.2.2 that single 

crystals are not perfect according to Braggs crystal 

lattice plane model, and indeed that in some 

circumstances crystal growth can only take place if 

dislocations are present. A number of different defect 

types, arising from various sources, have been 

identified. They can be classified into four main types: 

Classification Defect type Dimensions 

Point defects Equilibrium Zero 

Line defects Non-equilibrium One 

Area defects Two 

Volume defects Three 

TABLE 1.2: TYPES OF CRYSTAL DEFECTS 

These can in turn affect the reactivity, mechanical 

properties, optical and electro-optical properties of 

materials. A comprehensive review can be found in 

C. Kittel (1986) Introduction to Solid-state Physics, 6th 

edn., Wiley, New York and J. N. S. Sherwood (1979) The 

Plastically Crystalline State, Wiley, New York. A 

summary of the nature, properties and origins of defects 

follows. 
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1.3.1 Crystal defects 

Equilibrium defects arise due to atomic or 

molecular motion. `-Statistically, some atoms or molecules 

may have sufficient energy to escape from the forces 

holding them in'position. This produces point defects 

which can be either vacant'atomic/molecular positions or 

interstitial (between these positions). Point defects 

can also arise from the incorporation of impurity atoms 

to give interstitional or substitutional defects. These 

are illustrated in figure 1.19. Larger aggregations of 

point defects form small volume defects. Point defects 

such as grown-in impurities will not necessarily be 

associated with corresponding vacant positions as are 

those which arise due to movements as described above. 

Non-equilibrium' defects involve an assembly of.. 

atoms (or molecules) and so the energies involved', -. are 

too high for thermal vibrations alone'to generate. and 

move. They can be"generated either during crystal growth 

or be induced by mechanical stress. Numerous accountsof 

the geometrical properties'andbehaviour of 'line defects 

are available, for example references 40 or 41. The two 

simplest cases are edge and screw dislocations, which 

are described in terms of two principal vectors. The two 

vectors together define the dislocation type and 

geometry, its energy, and possible interactions with 

other defects. --ý--' 1ý 

I 
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An edge dislocation, illustrated in figure 1.20, is 

equivalent to insertion of an extra half plane of atoms 

or molecules in the lattice, or where a shear operation 

has induced displacement of part of the crystal bulk. 

The line direction 1 of the dislocation, aligned along 

the termination of the dislocation in an otherwise 

perfect lattice, is perpendicular to the direction of 

the Burgers vector b, which defines the size of the 

induced distortion. b also defines the line energy of 

the dislocation 42: 

Line energy, E1 = u. b2 (1.10) 

Where u= shear modulus. Edge dislocations are usually 

unit insertions, that is, insertions of a portion of a 

single crystallographic plane, since an increase in the 

size of the distortion causes a large increase in the 

line energy (equation 1.10). The Burgers vector of a 

dislocation also tends to be one of the short lattice 

vectors, to minimise the associated strain energy. 

Despite severe local distortion around the dislocation, 

the lattice planes match on either side. 

In the case of screw dislocations, b is parallel 

to 1, as illustrated in figure 1.21. This is usually a 

monomolecular displacement in the direction of maximum 

strain, that is, along the Burgers vector. This results 

in a spiral mismatch, perpetuating throughout the 

lattice. This can also be attributed to shear where 
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movement has been pinned along the line vector. Screw 

dislocations are often a source of crystal growth. 

Mixed dislocations, where b is not parallel or 

perpendicular to 1 are also frequently observed. These 

are usually in the form of loops, in which the magnitude 

and direction of b are constant, but the line direction 

changes. 

The increase in internal energy associated with 

dislocations tends to cause a weakening of materials in 

which they are present. This is partly because they can 

act as a source of slip when the crystal is stressed. 

Since very few materials are dislocation free, their 

presence helps explain why few materials are as strong 

as theoretical calculations would indicate. 

There are three main ways in which dislocations 

arise in single crystals: 

1. due to the growth process; 

2. condensation of vacancies to form dislocation 

loops; and 

3. as a result of shear caused by internal or external 

stress. 

Growth dislocations differ from other types in 

terms of configuration and properties. They are usually 

straight, and follow well-defined line directions close 

to the growth direction of the growth sector in which 

they lie. During growth they may act as sinks for 

impurities (most commonly the solvent during growth of 
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crystals from solution). Dislocations present in a seed 

crystal may propagate into the crystal bulk during 

growth, or they may be nucleated at the seed-crystal 

interface. Defects induced by growth accidents such as 

lattice mismatch as the crystal grows over an impurity 

inclusion can also act as a source of dislocations. 

Lattice mismatch may also occur between crystal 

growth sectors exhibiting different growth mechanisms, 

giving rise to area defects known as growth sector 

boundaries. Stacking faults, where the stacking order of 

planes within the crystal structure has altered, and the 

surfaces of volume defects also form area defects. These 

are one or a few interatomic or intermolecular distances 

in thickness, but may be macroscopic in extent. 

Volume defects are relatively large (of the order 

of >100nm3) and are analogous to point defects: regions 

of free space, aggregations of impurities or solvent 

inclusions. These most frequently form at high growth 

rates (often along a dislocation). Regions differing 

from the bulk by their orientation are called grains. 

Where these are related to the bulk by simple symmetry 

operations they are termed twins. Twinning can occur 

during growth or by the action of mechanical stresses. 

/ 
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1.3.1.1 Influence of defects on the physical properties 

of crystals 

The nature and concentration of imperfections 

influences many of the physical properties of crystals. 

An increase in defect density leads to an increase in 

the internal energy, enthalpy and entropy of a crystal 

system, leading to an increase in its thermodynamic 

activity 43. The presence of trace additives within the 

crystal lattice has been demonstrated to influence the 

QHf, ASf and ASsoln of a solid material 44 

The enhanced reactivity around dislocation cores as 

they reach a crystal surface is used to identify their 

position and determine their distribution by etching 

with solvents 45. Decomposition of a solid may also 

occur preferentially at the sites of emergent 

dislocations 46,47 or in general at regions of high 

dislocation density 48. Strained regions within the 

crystal bulk, unassociated with dislocation positions 

have been shown to be the source of sites where thermal 

decomposition is initiated, with impurity-doped samples 

showing enhanced rates of decomposition 49. 

Increased defect density tends to lead to increased 

dissolution rates of crystals for the same reasons - 

enhanced thermodynamic activity and an increased number 

of reactive sites on the surface. Differences in the 

dissolution behaviour of aspirin, initially thought to 

be due to polymorphism, is now believed to be due at 
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least in part to differences in defect density caused by 

differences in the crystallisation technique 50. 

Differences in crystal density may be associated 

with alteration of the degree of crystallinity. 

Hüttenrauch 51 associated increased perfection with 

increased density, but this only generally holds with 

crystalline to amorphous transitions. Although 

impurities may decrease density by opening up the 

lattice, interstitial impurities may increase density. 

The volume change associated with the presence of 

dislocations is negligible 52 and density changes are 

therefore unlikely to be detectable if these are the 

only source of lattice disruption. 

/ 
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1.3.2 Crystal Deformation 

Application of a load to a crystal causes a strain 

to develop, measured as the change in the length of the 

material as a proportion of its original length. A 

tensile stress, applied to opposite ends of a sample, 

will tend to pull the material apart. Internal systems 

of forces between molecules resist this to a greater or 

lesser extent depending on the material. 

Figure 1.22 shows a typical stress-strain diagram. 

Initial application of stress causes elastic 

deformation. Strain increases linearly with stress up to 

point A (Hooke's Law) then at a slower rate to point B. 

Up to this point, the material will return to its 

original length when the stress is released. If the 

material is ductile, beyond this point (the yield stress 

or elastic limit) strain increases quickly with stress 

and is not recoverable (BC). The initial elastic strain 

can still be recovered , but the material will have a 

permanent "set" (OE) from the plastic deformation which 

has taken place once the stress is removed. There is 

generally still an increase in stress with deformation 

beyond C, known as flow stress, and its increase is due 

to work hardening. i. e. the build-up of stress-induced 

dislocations, which pin further slip. Brittle materials 

resist plastic deformation and tend to fracture readily. 

beyond their elastic limit, which is generally lower 

than that for ductile materials. 
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Figure 1.24: Movement of a screw dislocation by glide 
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Dislocations are often the source of plastic 

deformation. They are not static, and can move by two 

different types of mechanism, glide and climb. 

During glide, conservative motion occurs along a 

plane of atoms containing both b-and 1, termed the slip 

plane. This can be illustrated by the movement of an 

edge or a screw dislocation by glide (figures 1.23 and 

1.24 respectively). The planes of atoms are in effect 

moving relative to each other in a direction parallel to 

b. The atoms move from stable position (a) in figure 

1.23 to stable position (c) via an unstable high energy 

position (b). This does not occur until the elastic 

limit is reached, since a threshold amount of energy is 

required to overcome this energy barrier. The limit 

varies between different sets of atomic planes due to 

differences in the intermolecular interactions across 

the planes, leading to anisotropy in the mechanical 

properties of crystals. The elastic limit is generally 

lower on close-packed planes where b will be lowest. 

Intermolecular interactions will also be lower, as 

discussed in section 1.2.1.2.1. 

Glide does not occur simultaneously over a whole 

slip plane since this would require a very large stress, 

but by the movement of individual dislocations. Slip 

begins in a limited region and then spreads through the 

crystal, by dislocation movement or multiplication. 
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Screw dislocations, unlike edge dislocations, can 

move out of one glide plane into another equivalent 

plane with the same b. This process is known as cross- 

slip. 

Climb is more difficult to generate than glide, and 

larger stresses are involved. A driving force such as 

thermal stress is required to allow diffusion of 

vacancies or interstitials to the half-plane of an edge 

dislocation enabling it to climb out of its slip plane 

into one perpendicular to this. Climb does not normally 

occur in molecular solids, since vacancies and 

interstitials are uncommon. It will not therefore be 

discussed further. 

The application of stress and subsequent plastic 

deformation may also lead to formation of new 

dislocations or multiplication of those originally 

present. This most commonly occurs at Frank-Read sources 

or by multiple cross-slip. 

If a dislocation is pinned at two points by 

obstacles such as impurities, then the action of an 

applied stress may cause the dislocation line to bow out 

on its slip plane and become semi-circular, generating a 

shear stress tending to move the dislocation back to its 

original position. If the applied stress is greater than 

the shear stress thus generated then the dislocation 

will continue to move and spiral around the primary 
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points until the spirals meet and cancel, producing a 

dislocation loop and regenerating the original 

dislocation line. If movement of the loop is prevented, 

then further loops can pile up behind it. This process 

continues until the back-stress from the piled-up loops 

equilibrates the applied stress, resulting in a pile-up 

of dislocations in the slip plane, which may act as a 

source of strain in brittle fracture. 

If a section of a screw dislocation has moved to an 

equivalent plane by cross-slip, the two points where the 

dislocation loop crosses planes render the dislocation 

immobile. These may then act as Frank-Read sources on 

parallel planes. 

Deformation of organic materials has been less 

thoroughly reported in the available literature than has 

deformation of inorganic materials. It is not conclusive 

whether mechanical behaviour in both types of material 

can be*considered according to the same mechanisms. This 

will be considered in greater detail in section 2.3.9. 
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1.4 EFFECT OF SOLID-STATE PROPERTIES ON THE 

COMPACTIIILITY OF MATERIALS. 

Small variations in the solid-state properties of 

the component crystals of a product can lead to 

manufacturing problems or a product with performance 

outwith a satisfactory tolerance range 53. However, very 

little work has been published on the solid-state 

properties of the constituent materials. Properties 

which have been identified as being of particular 

importance 54 are: 

1. Polymorphism; 

2. Crystal habit; 

3. Crystal hardness; and 

4. Defect structure and deformation mechanism. 

The influence of the above parameters on the processing 

characteristics of crystalline materials will be 

considered, with a brief summary of how they can be 

affected by the crystallisation process. 

1.4.1 Polymorphism 

Polymorphs {compounds with the same chemical 

structure but different crystal structure) are most 

frequently produced by a change in the temperature, or 

solvent, of crystallisation. Differences in the 
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compression properties of different polymorphic forms 

have been shown for a number of materials, the most 

stable forms having been shown to produce weaker 

compacts and vice-versa 55. This appeared to be due to 

weaker intermolecular bonding in the less stable forms, 

enabling compression to take place more readily. 

(Reversion of the unstable to a more stable polymorph on 

storage and its effect on the integrity of the compact 

was not considered). 

1.4.2 Crystal habit 

Alteration of crystal habit can affect the bulk 

density, flowability and compaction properties of drugs. 

Both bulk density and-flowability decrease as particle 

shape becomes less equant56, potentially resulting in 

dose variation or tablet weight variability 57. 

Differences in the processing behaviour of 

polymorphs may also be due to habit differences. For 

example, the platey habit of one polymorph of 

tolbutamide caused powder bridging in hoppers58. 

Aspirin, recrystallised from various solvents, also 

shows compressibility differences (originally thought to 

be due to polymorphism 55) due to habit changes. In 

particular, thin plate-like crystals tend to orient 

preferentially during compaction, with the main'face 

parallel to the upper flat punch face. The resulting 

layering increases the lamination tendency of the 
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tablets 59,60,61_ Similar behaviour was observed for 

talc and ascorbic acid. Due to anisotropy of mechanical 

properties, compaction may be altered through this 

dominant face effect. Tablets produced from adipic acid 

with dominant (001) faces were strongest, due to higher 

yield strength in the [001] direction62. 

As discussed in section 1.1.2, habit changes can be 

brought about by alteration of a number of contributing 

factors. Increased growth rates may however increase 

defect concentration and habit-modifiers may be 

incorporated into the crystals. The effects of defect 

type and density will be further considered in section 

1.4.4. 

1.4.3 Crystal hardness 

As the hardness value of crystals decreases, the 

pressure on the wall of tablet dies during compaction 

(radial pressure) increases 63; 'a factor which has been 

linked with the ability of materials to form good 

compacts 
64. Ridgway et al 65 also found that the 

hardness values of the materials tested were in the same 

order as their bulk modulus, and so hardness could be 

used as an indication of the bulk mechanical behaviour 

of the crystal. Harder materials appear to form compacts 

with a higher fractional voidage indicating they do not 

fragment or deform as readilyas softer ones 66. 

Changes have also been observed in the surface 
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hardness of a material due to changes in crystallisation 

conditions 67. This may be a consequence of alteration 

in the defect structure, and will be discussed further 

in the next'section. 

1.4.4 Mechanical properties and the influence of 

crystal defects 

' The defect structure of a crystal is one of the 

factors responsible'for, its deformation characteristics. 

Dislocations are'usually the source of plastic 

deformation (section 1.2.3.3), whereas the presence of 

defects such as impurities or solvent inclusions which 

act as points of strain, may increase the propensity for 

brittle fracture of the crystal under stress. 

Materials which can deform plastically are more 

likely to form strong compacts than those which exhibit 

elastic behaviour68. Compacts produced from brittle 

materials, or materials which exhibit elastic recovery 

during decompression, also tend to cap and laminate 

easily, or form friable tablets 69,70 since energy is 

used less efficiently for bonding 71. 

The type and concentration of defects in 

crystalline material therefore contributes significantly 

to its compaction behaviour. Alteration of growth 

conditions may in turn affect the defect structure. For 

example, Ridgway & Aulton 67 showed that increased 

growth rate of potassium bromide resulted in softer 
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crystals due to decreased crystal perfection. This would 

seem to have been due to a decrease in crystallinity of 

the potassium bromide, rather than increased dislocation 

concentration which may have been expected to cause an 

increase in'the crystal hardness in a manner similar to 

work hardening, although this would be dependent on the 

actual numbers of dislocations generated. 

Habit modifiers added to growth solutions are 

generally assumed not*to be incorporated into the 

growing crystal'due to bulky side chains or repulsive 

interactions 62. However lattice disruption has been 

observed in some instances and incorporation of 

impurities'müst be considered as a possibility 72,73. 
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1.5 CHOICE OF TECHNIQUES 

1.5.1 Assessment of crystal morphology 

Characterisation of the crystal habits of materials 

produced by industrial crystallisation techniques is 

difficult due to their small size, the inaccessibility 

of some of the crystal faces when characterising powder 

samples by microscopy (which also makes measurement of 

interfacial angles inaccurate) and the damage caused to 

the crystals by filtration etc. 

Slow controlled solvent evaporation from saturated 

solutions at constant temperature was selected as the 

most suitable method of producing crystals of sufficient 

size to enable crystal dimensions and angles to be 

readily measured. Additionally, the effect of 

temperature and supersaturation can be kept constant, so 

that any solvent effects can be detected. Good 

development of crystal faces can be achieved by this 

method compared with melt or vapour growth, although it 

is not directly comparable with the industrial 

situation due to differences in cooling rates, level 

of supersaturation etc. However, without accurate 

assessment of crystal morphology the influence of the 

crystallisation solvent is difficult to determine. 

Small crystals produced in this way could then be 
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used as seed crystals to produce large crystal samples, 

grown by controlled cooling, for use in further 

investigation of chemical and physical properties. 

Laue diffraction of x-rays was chosen as a simple, 

fast, unambiguous method of identifying the main crystal 

faces, and the orientation of the crystallographic axes. 

Crystal dimensions could be measured directly with a 

micrometer; lengths in all three major directions could 

be measured in this way rather than the two axes 

accessible to microscopy. Interfacial angles could also 

be measured directly, or from enlarged optical 

micrographs for increased accuracy. 

1.5.2 Mechanical properties 

Crystal hardness is most readily studied using 

microindentation hardness techniques. Other industrial 

hardness tests such as scratch or rebounding sphere 

techniques were not applicable either due to the small 

size of the samples, or because the nature of the tests 

would not have provided useful information regarding the 

deformation mechanisms of the crystals. 

For this last reason, the asymmetrical Knoop 

indenter 74 was used during the microindentation tests. 

Use of an asymmetrical indenter allows hardness 

anisotropy, if present, to be investigated 75. 
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Subsequent etching and microscopical examination of 

indented surfaces is necessary to identify planes on 

which slip has been initiated 76,77. A theoretical 

treatment of slip induced by the Knoop indenter is 

possible, and provides further evidence of active slip 

systems78. 

1.5.3 Investigation of defect structure 

Since the presence of defects in crystals tends to 

increase the reactivity of crystalline materials79,80,81 

techniques utilising this property can be used to assess 

defect density. Single crystal dissolution testing, as 

well as being useful for comparing crystal reactivities, 

also provides information regarding the potential 

bioavailibilities of crystalline samples (although this 

may be altered on subsequent compaction). 

Lattice strain, due to the presence of defects and 

hence distortion of the lattice, can be detected using 

Laue diffraction. This is manifested as asterism (or 

smearing) of the Laue diffraction spots from which the 

degree of strain can be estimated81,82, 

Imaging of crystal defects can be carried out by 

x-ray topography where high quality samples are 

available 
83. Other techniques such as electron 

diffraction are also available, but require far thinner 
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samples, making handling and preparation more 

problematic, and contain less information regarding the 

bulk crystal since samples are thinner and of smaller 

area. Despite the lower resolution of x-ray topographic 

images, they therefore contain a greater amount of 

useful information 84. Characterisation of defect and 

particularly dislocation types can be of value in 

determining deformation mechanisms and mechanical 

properties. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 MATERIALS 

2.1.1 Drugs 

Figure 2.1. IBUPROFEN: 2-(4-isobutylphenyl)propionic 

acid 

Racemic and resolved S(+) ibuproten were supplied 

by Boots Company plc, Nottingham, England. 

Infra red spectra of samples as received were 

obtained as described in section 2.3.1. A representative 

spectrum is shown in figure 2.2, and is in agreement 

with the published spectrum85 shown in figure 2.3. 

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were 

obtained as decribed in section 2.3.2. Samples were 

dissolved in carbon tetrachloride, without further 

purification. Spectra were in agreement with the 

expected structure, as illustrated in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.2: Infra red spectrum of ibuprofen 
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Figure'2.3: Standard infra red spectrum of ibuprofen 
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Figure°2.5: Differential scanning calorimetry 
thermogram for ibuprofen 
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The melting points of both racemic and S(+)- 

ibuprofen, obtained as described in section 2.3.3 were 

76.5°C to 77.3°C and 51.2°C to 52.1°C respectively. 

Results were'therefore in agreement with published 

values of 75.0°C to 77.5°C and 50.0°C to 52.0°C 

respectively' 86. 

Differential scanning thermograms confirmed the 

melting point of (±)-ibuprofen. Obtained as described in 

section-2.3.4, thermograms showed 'a single melting 

endotherm at around 76°C as illustrated in figure 2.5. 

No other endotherms or transitions were observed. Mean 

values from three determinations of the melting point 

and dHf of ibuprofen were 76.25°C (sd 0.386) and 27.91 

kJmol-1 '(sd 0.611) respectively, in good agreement with 

previously'determined values of 76.32°C (sd 0.130) and 

28.74 kJmo1`1 87. ' 

The purity of the samples' as obtained was 

determined by high pressure liquid chromatography 

following the method described in section 2.3.5. Sample 

purities were 99.6% for (t)-ibuprofen and 99.1% for 

S(+)-ibuprofen. 

In the rest of this work, "ibuprofen" refers to the 

racemic form, unless otherwise indicated. 
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2.1.2 Solvents and reagents 

Acetonitrile, hexane, ethylacetate, toluene, 

ethanol, methanol and cyclohexane were obtained from 

Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd., Gillingham, Dorset, or 

Rathburn Chemicals, Walkerburn. All were of HPLC grade 

(at least 99.9% purity) and were used as received. 

Acetone was obtained from the Department of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry, Strathclyde University and was twice 

distilled from glass before use. 

Potassium chloride (Analar grade) for infra red 

spectroscopy was obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd., 

Gillingham, Dorset and was stored in a drying oven. 

Carbon tetrachloride for nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (NMR) was HPLC grade as above. It was 

passed through a sintered glass filter before use. 

Deuterated acetonitrile (CD3CN) for NMR was 

obtained from Aldrich Chemical Co. Ltd., Milwaukee, USA. 

The solvent was stated to be 99% deuterated 88. 
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2.2 PREPARATIVE METHODS 

In this section crystal growth techniques will be 

described, and preparation of samples for further 

testing considered. 

2.2.1 Crystal Growth from Solution 

Supersaturation can be generated either by 

evaporation of solvent from a saturated solution at 

constant temperature, 'or cooling of a saturated 

solution. The solvent evaporation technique is the 

simpler of the two, requiring less apparatus. However, 

control of evaporation at a constant rate is important 

in order to maintain supersaturation at a constant 

level. Fluctuations in evaporation rate may lead to 

varying growth rates, which can mask changes due, for 

example, to differing solvents. Additionally, increased 

incorporation of impurities, resulting in increased 

defect density is likely. Low levels of supersaturation 

allow good face development to take place, and produce 

better quality crystals. "Temperature is more readily 

controlled than evaporation rate, and so the temperature 

lowering method is preferred where quality is of prime 

importance. Growth conditions have a marked effect on 

the quality of the resulting crystals, but under the 

correct conditions, growth from solution can yield 
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crystals of-high perfection 89. 

Good quality crystals of low defect density were 

required in this work. Since the effect of solvent on 

the crystal morphology was of paramount interest, the 

introduction of defects which may have altered the 

morphology unpredictably was avoided as far as possible. 

Very low defect density samples were also required for 

imaging of individual defects within crystals by x-ray 

topography, and crystal perfection was kept as high as 

possible for this reason (although ultimately resolution 

of individual defects was not possible, for reasons 

which will be discussed later). 

Crystal growth by controlled cooling is generally 

carried out using a seed crystal suspended in the growth 

solution, in order to concentrate growth at one point in 

the solution. The quality of the seed crystal is 

significant in determining the quality of the resulting 

large crystal, as it is often a source of growth 

dislocations as discussed in section 1.3.1. 

Seeds are often produced by the solvent evaporation 

technique. Seeds selected should be of good optical 

quality, and should be carefully removed from solution 

and dried quickly, as evaporation of solvent from 

crystal surfaces tends to cause localised cooling. The 

resulting stress can cause fracture or introduction of 

dislocations, termed thermal shock. Drilling of the 

crystal in order to suspend it in the growth solution 

can also introduce strain and must be performed with 
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great care to minimise this. Surface damage such as 

precipitated material or surface scratches which may 

also set up localised stresses and generation of 

imperfections in the growing crystal can be removed by 

slightly dissolving the crystal surface by a small 

increase in the temperature of the solution immediately 

after introducing the seed. 

Impurities in the growth system which may promote 

heterogeneous nucleation on the walls of the solution 

flask or the surfaces of the growing crystal can be kept 

to a minimum by fresh distillation of solvent and 

filtration of the saturated solution directly into the 

crystallisation vessel. Purification of the solute may 

also be necessary. 

Care must also be taken when placing the seed 

crystal in the growth solution, and when removing the 

grown crystal, to avoid thermal shock due to abrupt 

changes in temperature. 

Crystallisation conditions which can markedly 

affect the resulting crystal quality are; choice of 

solvent, temperature range and cooling rate. Optimum 

conditions for crystal growth are often found within the 

following ranges 89, which may influence the selection 

of the above conditions: 

Solubility, S: 20 - 100g solute per 100g solvent; 

Solubility ratio (defined as the ratio of the 

solubility-temperature gradient to solubility) : 0.01 - 
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0.03 K-1; 

Cooling rate : 0.5 - 1.0 K. day~1 (in order to maintain 

the supersaturation at around 2%). 

Accurate solubility-temperature data are therefore 

necessary to calculate these values. Values outwith 

these ranges mean the growth apparatus is operating at 

its functional limits. A small temperature fluctuation 

under these conditions could lead to a large change in 

the supersaturation and cause growth to occur in bursts. 

Control of growth rate is essential to prevent "veiling" 

of the crystal, bands of inclusions which occur at high 

growth rates. Even if not optically visible, these act 

as sources of dislocations, and will also appear on and 

cause distortion of x-ray topographs. 

Lower cooling rates and the consequent decrease in 

supersaturation generally lead to an improvement in 

crystal quality, allowing time for the molecules to 

become properly oriented at growth surfaces, and for 

good face development. Optimum rates for each system 

must be established individually. 

2.2.1.1 Solution growth by solvent evaporation 

Solutions were prepared by adding excess ibuprofen 

to the solvent, -with stirring, at 30'C. Solutions were 

allowed to equilibrate overnight and any excess removed 
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by filtration. The resulting solutions were placed in 

crystallising dishes and covered with several layers of 

stretch film. Holes were punched in the films to allow 

controlled evaporation. Head-space between solution and 

film was minimised. Covered solutions were placed in a 

controlled temperature oven at 30°C. 

Crystals were allowed to grow to several 

millimetres in length, then removed carefully and 

quickly dried with tissue paper in order to prevent 

solvent evaporation from the surfaces. Evaporation may 

cause localised cooling and hence strain and subsequent 

dislocations due to thermal shock. 

2.2.1.2 Growth of large single crystals by controlled 

cooling 

Choice of solvent system 

Gordon and Amin 1 compared the morphologies of 

ibuprofen crystals grown from hexane (the most commonly 

used industrial solvent for recrystallisation of 

ibuprofen) and various more polar solvents. It was 

decided therefore that one of the crystal growth 

solvents to be studied should be hexane. A polar solvent 

system was determined from the initial series of 

experiments where ibuprofen was recrystallised by slow 

solvent evaporation from a range of solvents at constant 

temperature as described in section 2.2.1.2. Good 
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quality crystals exhibiting the equidimensional 

morphology described were most readily obtained from 

acetonitrile (see section 3.1.1), a solvent not included 

in the original patent. Crystals grown from acetonitrile 

were therefore selected for special study. 

Selection of temperature range and cooling rate 

Accurate solubility - temperature curves were 

determined using the crystal growth apparatus described 

in the next section. 

100g ibuprofen was added to 200m1 of solvent in a 

conical flask and heated with stirring until dissolved. 

The resulting solution was filtered into the 

crystallising vessel and allowed to cool slightly until 

crystallisation had just commenced. Solutions were 

allowed to equilibrate overnight at this temperature. 

Subsequently, duplicate 0.5m1 samples of supernatant 

were measured into weighed bottles, evaporated to 

dryness in an oven and reweighed. A further sample was 

taken several hours later to confirm the result. 

Temperature was then dropped by approximately 1'C, the 

solution allowed to re-equilibrate and the measurements 

repeated. The solubility curves obtained are shown in 

figure 2.6. 

Solubility-temperature gradients (dS/dT) were 

determined from the gradients of the solubility curves 

at specific temperatures where the solubility, S, 
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Curve fitting details: 

Acetonitrile: y=4.1175 - 0.3361x + 0.03324x2, r=0.997 

Hexane: y= 65.219 - 4.6403x + 0.09816x2, r=0.988 
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exceeded 20%(w/w) 89. The solubility ratio ((dS/dT)/S) 

was calculated from this by dividing the solubility- 

temperature gradient by the solubility at that point. 

Results are given in table 2.1. 

Solvent Temp S dS/dT (dS/dT)/S 

(°C) (%w/w) (S. °C-1) (°C-1) 

Hexane 34.0 

37.0 

20.89 

27.88 

2.03 

2.62 

0.097 

0.094 

Acetonitrile. 29.5 
_ .ý 23.13 __. 1.63 0.070 

33.5,30.16 1.89 0.063 

38.0 39.35 2.19 0.058 

TABLE 2.1: -SOLUBILITY-TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS AND 

SOLUBILITY RATIOS FOR IBUPROFEN ý. ý-- 

The cooling rates`-'of 0.5 to 10C. day-1 recommended 

by Hooper et a189 apply to'materials with-solubility 

gradients of 0.01 to 0.03 K-1. To maintain. approximately 

29 supersaturation for ibuprofen in the solvents above, 

cooling rates of 0.1 to 0.15 °C. day-l for growth from 

hexane, and 0.15 to 0.23 OC. day-1 for acetonitrile were 

more suitable. 

Cooling rates are highly dependent on the system 

under scrutiny. In, general, slow cooling allows better 

quality crystals to develop, but must be fast enough to 

l 
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maintain adequate supersaturation. Initial experiments 

were conducted with a cooling rate of 0.1 'C. day-1, as 

this was suitable for both systems. 

Crystal growth apparatus and methodology 

Seed crystals of ibuprofen were selected according 

to the criteria described, and handled in tissue paper. 

They were drilled by hand using a 0.65mm dental drill 

lubricated with solvent (acetonitrile or hexane). The 

drilled seeds were rinsed in the same solvent to 

dislodge any debris resulting from the drilling process, 

and were threaded with fine glass filaments to allow 

suspension in the growth vessel. 

Saturated solutions were prepared by dissolving 

slightly more than the amount of ibuprofen required for 

the starting temperature in the chosen solvent, to 

compensate for losses. incurred during filtration. The 

material was dissolved with stirring at around 45'C, and 

filtered through a paper filter into the growth flask. 

The crystal growth apparatus is illustrated in 

figure 2.7. Letters in brackets refer to this diagram. 

The prepared flasks (A) were suspended in water baths 

(B) heated from below by an infra red lamp (C). This was 

connected to a contact thermometer (D) suspended in the 

water bath, which was stirred rapidly by a metal paddle 

stirrer (E) to prevent formation of a temperature 

gradient. Temperature control within the crystallisation 

vessel was maintained within ±_0.001K°by this means. The 
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seed crystal (F) was suspended on a glass stirrer (G) 

within the growth flask. The action of the stirrer motor 

(H) was, reversed at regular intervals to ensure 

effective stirring of the solution (to prevent formation 

of temperature and/or concentration gradients) and to 

encourage even growth on all faces of the crystal. All 

ground glass seals were greased to prevent solvent 

evaporation. 

Temperature lowering was controlled by a stepping 

motor (I), with a speed of one revolution per hour, 

attached to the contact thermometer, driving down the 

contact inside. The lowering rate could be altered by a 

timer inside the control box (J) activating the motor 

for any required fraction of one minute. 25 complete 

revolutions of the motor decreased the temperature by 

1°C, enabling control of the temperature lowering rate 

to between 0.015 and 1 °C. day-1. 

The seed crystal was lowered into the growth 

solution very slowly to prevent thermal shock. After 

allowing the system to equilibrate overnight, the 

temperature was raised by 0.1'C resulting in a slight 

undersaturation of the solution. This caused dissolution 

of the strained surfaces of the seed crystal; this is 

done to prevent propagation of defects into the bulk 

crystal. After 24 hours the temperature-lowering motor 

was engaged and crystal growth commenced. 

When crystals had reached a suitable size, they 

were raised up through the solution and the airspace 
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above it over two to three hours. Slow movement through 

the temperature gradient prevented thermal shock. 

Crystals were quickly dried in soft tissue paper. 
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2.2.2 Growth from the vapour phase 

Growth of crystals from the vapour phase is ideal 

for producing small crystals, particularly when only a 

small amount of material is available or solubility data 

have not been determined. The material must have a high 

vapour pressure for this to be feasible. Separation of 

impurities will occur simultaneously. 

An additional benefit in this instance is that when 

a compound of known structure crystallises from the 

vapour, it may be expected that only structural factors 

exert an influence on morphology 90. 

Crystals of enantiomeric and racemic ibuprofen were 

grown from the vapour phase by sublimation. A small 

sample of either material was placed in an evacuated 

glass tube approximately 40cm long. The tube was placed 

in a furnace with a temperature gradient set up along 

it. The apparatus is illustrated in figure 2.8. The 

temperature was initially set about 20'C below the 

melting point of the sample (at the base of the 

furnace), and the temperature gradually increased until 

a few small crystals were formed in the cooler part of 

the tube, where supersaturation of the vapour induces 

nucleation. The temperature gradient was maintained, and 

growth of suitably sized crystals took about 14 days. 
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Plate 2.1: The solvent saw 
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2.2.3 Preparation of crystal slices 

Thin flat samples of known crystallographic 

orientation were required for hardness testing and x- 

ray topography. These had to be prepared ideally without 

the addition of defects or strain, which may have masked 

differences between the samples caused by changes in 

growth conditions. 

Ideally, samples should have been prepared by 

cleavage of slices from the as-grown crystal. However, 

ibuprofen has only one cleavage plane (the (100) plane) 

and samples of other orientations were prepared using a 

solvent saw (see plate, 2.1). 

Crystals were mounted on a metal stub using 

Araldite (Ciba-Geigy Ltd. ). The stub was clamped in 

position on a platform such that the required plane was 

parallel to the cutting thread. Alignment was confirmed 

using an adjustable set-square with reference to a known 

habit face. 

The platform was mounted on ball-bearings to allow 

free play. The whole apparatus could therefore be tilted 

to maintain the crystal in contact with the cutting 

thread. This was a continuous loop wound around a pulley 

and passing through a solvent reservoir. Fresh solvent 

was continually brought into contact with the crystal 

and dissolution of the crystal occurred at the point of 

contact with minimal damage. Excess solvent was removed 

from the surface with tissue paper to prevent 
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dissolution of surrounding crystal. 

The solvent used was usually acetonitrile, since it 

dissolves ibuprofen well, and being less volatile than 

hexane leaves the crystal less susceptible to thermal 

shock. 

'Use of the solvent saw occasionally introduced 

small ridges on the sample surface which could then be 

removed by gentle polishing on solvent soaked tissue 

paper lying on a flat glass plate. 
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2.3 INSTRUMENTAL METHODS 

2.3.1 Infra Red Spectroscopy 

Infra red (IR) spectra were obtained from samples 

compressed with potassium chloride into discs using a 

flat faced punch and dye. A Pye Unicam SP3 

spectrophotometer was used to record the spectra. 

2.3.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectra 

were obtained from dissolved samples using a Bruker 

AMX400 spectrometer running at 300K and 400Miiz. 

2.3.3 Melting point determination 

Melting points of samples were obtained using a 

Melting Point Apparatus (Galenkamp). Measurements were 

made at least in triplicate. 

2.3.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) thermograms 

were obtained using a Model 9900 differential scanning 

calorimeter (Du Pont Instruments Ltd. ). Samples of 

between 5 to 10 mg (accurately weighed) of powdered 

material were heated at 2 'C. min-1 in a crimped 
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aluminium pan. A similar empty pan was used as the 

reference. The latent heat of fusion (4Hf) of the sample 

was determined by integrating the area under the melting 

endotherm using the DSC v2.2A program. 

2.3.5 High Pressure Liquid Chromatography 

Sample purity was determined using a high pressure 

liquid chromatographic (HPLC) assay. Absorbance was 

measured using an ultra-violet detector (Spectra-Physics 

SP 8450 UV/Vis detector) set at 214nm, linked to a 

column (4.6mm internal diameter, length 10cm) containing 

5um spherical octadecylsilane reversed phase packing 

material (Spherisorb, Queensferry). The mobile phase was 

acetonitrile, water & orthophosphoric acid (550: 450: 0.5) 

filtered and degassed prior to use. An isocratic pump 

(Spectra-Physics SP 8810) was used to maintain a flow 

rate of 0.5m1 min-1. Samples were dissolved in 

acetonitrile & water (55: 45); 20u1 samples were injected 

onto the column. 
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2.3.6 X. --Ray Methods 

The diffraction of x-rays by crystals takes place 

independently of the nature of the repeating units only 

at those particular angles of incidence, OB, that 

satisfy Bragg's Law, (equation 2.1). 

2. dhkl. sinOB = ý. (2.1) 

As a result, from knowledge of the angles of reflection 

of a given incident beam, the orientation and spacing of 

the various families of crystallographic planes can be 

found and the-cell dimensions determined. 

Particular atomic or molecular arrangements can 

give rise to systematic absences in the diffracted 

beams, where total destructive interference of the beams 

occur due to lattice repeats within the unit cell. For 

example, in°a cubic crystal lattice where one of the 

repeating units is situated at the centre of the unit 

cell and one at the origin (a body centred cubic 

lattice) the electron density of the (100) and (200) 

planes will-be equivalent. X-rays diffracted by the 

(100)planes will be in phase with each other but out of 

phase by half a wavelength with those diffracted by the 

(200} planes. No beam will be diffracted by the (100) 

planes. Diffraction from the (200} planes will however 

occur, because all the atoms lie on these planes. 
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Plotting diffracted intensity against the angle of 

incidence gives rise to a series of lines, from which 

the cell type and dimensions can be determined. 

The intensity of a diffracted beam is proportional 

to the square of the amplitude diffracted by the 

repeating unit at the angle of incidence (termed the 

structure factor, Fhkl). Fhkl is dependent on the nature 

of the repeating units, and in particular on the 

electron density of the diffracting planes. 

2.3.6.1 Crystal Structure Determination 

Deduction of the positions of atoms within the unit 

cell is the central problem of x-ray crystallography. 

Structure determination is based on the principles 

outlined above but is now highly automated. Measurement 

of the intensity of the diffracted beam at thousands of 

incidence angles is carried out, and the electron 

density distribution within the unit cell mapped out. 

The positions of. atoms are determined from the peak 

values of the electron density. 

Although the crystal structure of (+)-ibuprofen has 

been reported, there is no structural information 

available in the literature on the resolved isomers. A 

structural determination was carried out using small, 

single crystals of S(+)-ibuprofen, dish-grown from 

methanol as described in section 2.2.1.1. A colourless, 
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plate--shaped crystal approximately 0.4mm x 0.4mm x 0.2mm 

was used for structure analysis on the CAD--4 

diffractometer at Glasgow University by Dr. A. A. Freer. 

A least-squares technique based on 24 reflections 

was used to refine lattice parameters h, k and 1. 

Structure solution was performed using MITHRIL 91. All 

92 were performed using the GX package 2. 

2.3.6.2 Laue Diffraction Patterns 

Diffraction of an x-ray beam incident on a crystal 

produces a number of diffracted beams since several 

crystallographic planes will be oriented at suitable 

angles for Bragg reflection according to equation 2.1. 

In addition, since the radiation used for Laue 

diffraction when using laboratory generators is the 

Bremsstrahlung radiation produced by bombardment of the 

metal source with electrons, rather than its 

characteristic monochromatic line, a wide range of x-ray 

wavelengths are available for diffraction, and a large 

number of diffraction spots are produced. 

The resultant diffraction pattern is dependent on 

the angle of incidence of the beam (or vice versa, the 

crystal with respect to the beam), and is unique to the 

particular crystal structure. Laue patterns can 

therefore be used, for example, to identify crystal 

faces, (since the diffraction pattern obtained is 

dependent on the incident angle), or to check 
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orientation of the crystal for x-ray topography. 

Sample crystals were mounted in plasticene on a 

goniometer head on the Laue camera, shown in figure 2.9 

such that the face to be identified was perpendicular to 

the x-ray beam. Using radiation from a silver source, 

diffraction patterns were recorded. The sample-to-film 

distance was 50mm and the exposure time was 30 minutes. 

The face was identified by comparison of the 

recorded pattern with those calculated for the possible 

low index faces on the LAUE program on the VAX computer 

at Strathclyde University (see section 2.4 for further 

details). The direction of other crystallographic axes 

could be determined from the symmetry of the diffraction 

patterns. 

2.3.6.2.1 Use of Laue diffraction patterns to quantify 

crystal strain. 

A perfect crystal will diffract x-rays at a small 

angular range around the Bragg angle, typically a few 

seconds of arc (known as the rocking curve width). 

Strained crystals, where the crystal planes are bent out 

of their normal orientation will therefore still be able 

to diffract x-ray beams, but the diffracted beam will be 

smeared out, since reflection of additional wavelengths 

will take place. This will occur whether a conventional 

or a synchrotron source (section 2.3.6.3) is used. The 
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resultant enlargement of the lattice spot is known as 

asterism. 

The mosaic spread (Lattice plane mismatch/ strain/ 

defect content) of the crystals can be calculated by 

comparison of the broadened diffraction spot with that 

from an unstrained crystal of the same size. Use of a 

pinhole beam and thin crystals of similar size avoids 

the need for calculation of the size of the unstrained 

diffraction spot and allows comparison of the mosaic 

spread between samples to be made directly. 

The mosaic spread 11, is equivalent to the angular 

spreading of the diffracted beam Q4 81 
, illustrated in 

figure 2.10. It can be calculated directly from the size 

of the asterism, R, if the sample-to-film distance, dSF 

is known 82 
: 

R-2. j. dSF / cos22©ß (2.2) 

The radial spread of several reflections at 

different reflection angles, O. should be measured to 

gain an indication of the average mosaic spread of a 

particular crystal. Measurement of the same diffraction 

spots for each sample is important for accurate 

comparison. 

Laue diffraction patterns were determined as 

described for crystals grown both from hexane and 

acetonitrile. Laue diffraction patterns of both the 
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major face and the cleavage planes were determined. 

Samples of similar thickness were selected so that Laue 

patterns could be compared directly between samples. 

Nine spots of varying size and position were 

selected from each Laue pattern and their diameter and 

distance from the x-ray source measured using a 

microscope fitted with a graticule. Calculation of the 

lattice spread was performed according to equation 2.2 

and values for crystals grown from the two solvents were 

compared. 

2.3.6.3 X-Ray Diffraction Topography 

Dislocations can, in some cases, be the only 

potential source of crystal'growth (see section 

1.2.1.2.2) and many mechanical phenomena such as plastic 

deformation involve dislocation motion (section 1.2.2). 

Since crystal growth and the mobility of dislocations is 

strongly dependent on their character, an understanding 

of growth and mechanical behaviour of solids is aided by 

knowledge of the concentration and structure of the 

dislocations present. Any departure from periodicity 

(perfection) of a crystal lattice will be detected by 

x-ray diffraction, as outlined briefly in section 

2.3.6.2.1, and imaging techniques using x-ray 

diffraction are therefore of value in dislocation 

characterisation. 

X-ray topographical images are formed when the rays 
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of the diffracted beams are parallel between the crystal 

and the recording device. Reviews of diffraction theory 

can be found in references 83,84,93 & 94. Images are 

formed of the strain fields around a defect, rather than 

the defect itself. 

The two parameters of paramount importance when 

designing a topographic experiment are the rocking curve 

width of a perfect crystal, and the extinction distance 

of the sample. These will be defined, and their 

influence on image formation and experimental design 

discussed. 

Rocking curve width d 1/2) 

The rocking curve width of a symmetrical x-ray 

reflection is given by: 

d01/2 = 2. dhkl. Cp"A. IFI / n. Vc. cos4B (2.3) 

where dhkl = interplanar spacing of reflecting planes; 

Cp = polarisation factor; c=1 or [cos 26] 

A= wavelength 

IFI = structure factor in absolute units 

n= number of molecules per unit cell 

Vc = unit cell volume 

t 

A reflection which has a wide d81/2 (ie large 

FhklD low order reflection) has a high spatial 
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resolution and low strain sensitivity. For the purposes 

of dislocation characterisation, high spatial resolution 

is desirable, therefore reflections with a wide dO1/2 

are preferable. 

Extinction distance, 99 

If the incident wave is a plane wave, which can be 

assumed if synchrotron radiation is used, two beams 

propagate inside the crystal. These are the transmitted 

(AB) and diffracted (AC) beams, illustrated in figure 

2.11. Since the diffracted and transmitted beams are 

produced due to Bragg reflection, both are travelling in 

directions that satisfy Braggs law and so both will 

continue to be scattered. After penetrating a certain 

depth (0.5gg) all the intensity has been scattered into 

the diffracted beam; after a further 0.5; g it is all 

scattered back into the transmitted beam, and the 

diffracted beam is reduced to zero. The proportion of 

the total transmitted intensity in each component is 

therefore dependent on the thickness of the crystal 

relative to the gg for the particular Bragg planes. 

-1 = A. IFI / n. Vc. cos©B g (2.4) 

and ýg is therefore related to the rocking curve width 

by : 
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dOl/2 = 2. dhk1"ýq-1 (2.5) 

Dislocation images cannot be observed in samples less 

than 0.3g thick, but are most strongly contrasted at 

thicknesses corresponding to 0.88/. 

Ima e formation 

In all except very thin samples, the repeated 

transfer of intensity between transmitted and diffracted 

components must be considered, using the dynamical 

theory of diffraction 83.94. The two components are 

considered to interact to produce two standing 

wavefields which propagate inside triangle ABC. Type 2 

wavefields have their maxima on the crystal planes (& 

are strongly scattered); maxima of type one wavefields 

are halfway between the planes (& are weakly scattered). 

Both wavefields have transmitted and diffracted 

components which form two beams at the exit surface, 

forming a fan bounded by the diffracted and transmitted 

beams within the crystal. The dynamical image of a 

dislocation is its "shadow" in this fan of wavefields 

(the Bormann fan), due to the change in the ratio of the 

diffracted and transmitted components of the wavefields 

as they pass through the strained area (wavepoint 

migration). The change in intensity of the diffracted 
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beam gives rise to the black and white contrast of the 

dynamical image. 

In a perfect crystal, the two wavefields interfere 

to produce fringes whose spacing is the extinction 

distance. These are known as Pendellösung fringes, and, 

if exhibited when using experimental samples, are an 

indication of high crystal perfection. 

Fringes are also produced when the strain 

associated with a defect is large. Decoupling of the 

wavefields into their diffracted and transmitted 

components occurs. These then recombine to produce two 

new wavefields which interfere (interbranch scattering). 

Absorption of x-rays 

The absorption of x-rays by the crystal is of 

significance when determining the types of image 

observed in topographs. The linear absorption 

coefficient, p, is given by: 

u= n' / Vc. E (Ua)1 (2.6) 

n= number of molecules in the unit cell, 

(pa)i = atomic absorption coefficient of atomic 

species i. 

In thin crystals, such that pt <1 (t = crystal 

thickness), the direct image is strongly -contrasted. )No 
r4qr.. 

t 
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dynamical images are observed since neither wavefield is 

appreciably absorbed, and any effects due to wavefield 

migration are cancelled out (since the change in ratio 

of diffracted to transmitted components of one wavefield 

is equal and opposite to that of the other wavefield). 

When 1< At < 10, the direct image is weakened due 

to absorption, but still visible. Absorption of type 2 

wavefields is greater than for type 1, so the changes in 

diffracted and transmitted components no longer cancel 

and wavepoint migration effects produce dynamical 

images. As ut increases. Pendellösung fringes and 

interbranch scattering become less pronounced. 

In thicker crystal, At >-10, both the direct beam 

and type 2 wavefields are completely absorbed, hence 

neither direct images or Pendellösung effects are 

observed. Defects lying close to the exit surface may 

produce images due to wavepoint migration and 

interbranch scattering. 

Dislocation characterisation 

Dislocation characterisation can be carried out 

utilising the variation in contrast of dislocations in 

x-ray. topographs of different reflections. Since the 

molecular displacements around the dislocations can be 

unambiguously defined by the Burgers vector, b, the 

strain field will be visible only in reflections from 

specific planes. A more comprehensive review can be 
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found in reference 95. 

Experimental design 

Design of topographic experiments involves 

selection of four major conditions, which tend to be 

interdependent, and the final conditions are often a 

compromise. 

1. X-ray reflection: this should have a wide d01/2 for 

good resolution. 

2. Slice plane: Growth dislocations are normally 

revealed in slices cut-normal to the growth faces. The 

chosen slice planes should also allow the maximum number 

of reflections to be used for dislocation 

characterisation. Diffracting planes less than -60' from 

the slice plane (as d01/2 decreases below this due to 

the reflection geometry) tend to produce distorted 

images. 

3. X-ray wavelength and 4. sample thickness: Use of a 

longer wavelength radiation will increase spatial 

resolution (as dO1/2 increases).. Resolution also 

improves if'only direct-images-are present. This 

requires a low value of ut, achieved by using lower 

wavelength radiation or decreasing slice thickness. The 

lower limit on sample thickness is set by 0.35; the 

upper limit by the defect density of the sample. When 

the linear absorption coefficient is low, values of but 

1 may be achieved at -5mm, but superimposition of 
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defects may prevent resolution of individual defects. A 

compromise of the above factors may therefore be 

necessary. 

Synchrotron radiation 

Synchrotron radiation is a polychromatic continuous 

source of radiation in the range 3- 25 nm. Its 

intensity is approximately 100 times greater than that 

of conventional x-ray sources, allowing topographic 

images to be obtained in minutes rather than hours. 

Orientation of the sample at the correct angle for Bragg 

reflection by the diffracting planes effectively selects 

out a particular wavelength of radiation. Alternatively, 

it can be used to obtain topographic images in the same 

manner as Laue diffraction patterns. The range of 

wavelengths available allows Laue diffraction from many 

planes. Increasing the sample-to-film (SF) distance 

allows separation of any of these images in order to 

determine which images offer the best resolution and 

imaging of defects, although resolution of individual 

images will be decreased. The Bragg angle of the 

reflection can be calculated from the SF distance and 

the distance of the image from the centre of the film. A 

topograph recorded of the selected image using a short 

sample-to-film distance offers improved resolution. 
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Figure 2.12: Sample holders for x-ray topography 
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Figure 2.13: Experimental set up for recording x-ray 
diffraction topographs 
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Recording of X-ray Diffraction Topographs 

The experimental procedures for recording x-ray 

diffraction topographs have been previously 

described83,84. All experiments in this work were 

performed on the white radiation camera of the 

Synchrotron Radiation Source at Daresbury Laboratory. 

The'sample holders in which crystal slices were 

mounted for topography are shown in figure 2.12. Crystal 

slices were held firmly in position between Mylar 

sheets, which were in turn clamped between aluminium 

rings. The sample holder was clamped onto the goniometer 

of the white radiation camera by means of the attached 

stub. The x-ray beam on this camera is a low divergence, 

high intensity, polychromatic beam. Good topographs can 

therefore be obtained in a relatively short time due to 

the beam intensity; any wavelength required can be 

selected from the polychromatic beam by orientation of 

the diffracting planes to the appropriate Bragg angle. 

The following method was used on the synchrotron 

radiation source at SERC Daresbury laboratory using the 

apparatus illustrated in figure 2.13: 

1. The sample was oriented with the slice plane normal 

to the x-ray beam using spot laues to check orientation. 

2. The sample was' rotated about the horizontal axis 

until the diffracting planes were set at the appropriate 
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Bragg angle, OB, to produce a specific reflection for 

the selected wavelength. 

3. Detector set at an angle of 20B to the incident 

beam. 

4. A test exposure was recorded using fast film such 

as Agfa Osray M3 (which requires short exposure times, 

at the expense of resolution) perpendicular to the 

diffracted beam, to check sample alignment and allow an 

estimate of exposure time to be made. 

5. If satisfactory, a slower, high resolution film was 

placed in a lightproof cassette and a topograph 

recorded. 

The recording media used are shown in table 2.2. 

Medium Relative exposure 

Ilford L4 plate 5 

Agfa Structurix D4 film 4 

Agfa Osray M3 film 1 

TABLE 2.2: X-RAY RECORDING MEDIA. 

Topograpbs were developed immediately. 

Intermediate negatives of the topographic images 

were recorded on Kodak Technical Pan film, on an Olympus 

OM-2 camera mounted on an Olympus PMT-35 

photomacrography system. 
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Figure 2.14: Contact goniometer 
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2.3.7 Characterisation of crystal habit 

In order to quantify differences of crystal habit 

due to crystallisation solvent, the equivalent growth 

faces present in each crystal must be identified. Laue 

diffraction patterns were used to identify the major 

face (as described in section 2.3.6.2), and using this 

co-reference, the smaller faces could then be identified 

by measurement of interfacial angles. 

Interfacial angles were measured directly, where 

possible, and faces identified with reference to the 

major faces using stereographic projections. Where this 

could not be carried out (on smaller crystals), angles 

were measured from photographs or from scanning electron 

micrographs taken perpendicular to one of the major 

faces. A contact goniometer, illustrated in figure 2.14, 

could be used either to directly measure some of the 

interfacial angles, or to measure the angles of 

intersection of side faces where they met on one of the 

major faces. 

Calculated stereographic projections plotted normal 

to the major faces were then used to identify the growth 

forms. An example of this is illustrated in figure 2.15, 

which illustrates identification of some of the smaller 

faces with angles measured as they intersected on the 

(100) face. 
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For larger crystals, a micrometer was used to 

measure the crystal dimensions along the three axes. For 

smaller crystals, the relative lengths along the growth 

dimensions was measured from optical micrographs or 

SEM's. 
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2.3.8 Single crystal dissolution testing 

Increasing defect density (dislocations and other 

imperfections) tends to lead to increases in crystal 

dissolution rate 43 as outlined in section 1.2.1.1. Bulk 

dissolution rates are also affected by crystal habit 

however 96, and so were not suitable for comparison of 

ibuprofen crystals grown from hexane and acetonitrile. 

Single crystal dissolution techniques, more commonly 

used to investigate dissolution anisotropy of crystals97 

allow the rate of dissolution of individual crystal 

faces to be measured, and so the effect of defect 

density on dissolution rate can be determined. 

When considering dissolution kinetics, the rate- 

controlling process must be considered. If the rate of 

removal of molecules at the crystal-solvent interface is 

very much faster than the rate of transport of dissolved 

solute away from the surface, the rate of dissolution 

will be the rate controlling process, and no dissolution 

anisotropy will be observed. Differences in the 

dissolution rates of different crystal faces, or due to 

differing defect density, will only be observed if the 

rate of surface "reaction" is rate controlling, or if 

both rates are of the same order of magnitude (mixed 

transport-surface-controlled dissolution). 

Transport-controlled dissolution is generally 

represented by the Noyes-Nernst equation: 
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Rate = S. kt. (C5 - C) (2.7) 

where kt = transport rate constant = D/h; D is the 

diffusion coefficient of the solute in the stationary 

layer of thickness h considered to be adhering to the 

crystal surface: 

Cs is the equilibrium concentration in the 

saturated layer at the solid-solvent interface; 

C is the concentration in the bulk solution at 

time t`; and 

S is the surface area of the solid. 

If it is assumed that the surface interaction and 

transport processes-occur sequentially, equation 2.7 can 

be extended to include the mixed control situation, 

becoming: 

Rate - S. kobs"(Cs - C) (2.8) 

kobs m kr. kt / (kr + kt) (2.9) 

where kr is the rate constant for the surface reaction. 

When kr »kt, equation 2.8 becomes the Noyes-Nernst 

equation. When kr« kt dissolution becomes surface- 

controlled, in which the equilibrium concentration in 

the interfacial layer Ci is less than the equilibrium 

solubility. 
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The rate controlling process can be determined by 

measurement of dissolution rates at several flow rates. 

Values of the rate constants can be calculated by 

repeating the experiment at various temperatures 97. 

The single crystal dissolution apparatus (shown in 

Figure 2.16) consisted of a cylindrical flow cell with 

glass windows. Deionised water at the desired 

temperature was pumped through at the required flow rate 

from a thermostatted reservoir controlled with a contact 

thermometer and infra red heating lamp. 

The temperature was monitored using a thermocouple 

inside the flow cell, and the flow rate by a flowmeter 

on the return of water to the reservoir. 

The sample crystal was mounted on an aluminium stub 

with Araldite and was inserted into the flow cell; air 

bubbles were removed, and the system allowed to 

equilibrate for one hour. 

The retraction of any individual crystal face could 

be measured using an adjustable micrometer mounted in 

the eyepiece lens of the microscope on which the flow 

cell was mounted. For consistency between samples, the 

movement of the same face, mounted perpendicular to the 

flow of water, was always measured. 

Three samples each of small crystals grown from 

acetonitrile and from hexane were studied at three 

different temperatures (30.35 and 40'C) and at two 

different flow rates. 
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Flow cell 

Figure 2.16: Single crystal dissolution apparatus 
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The volume of water used was 2.0 litres, sufficient 

to ensure sink conditions were maintained, and dissolved 

ibuprofen was not sufficient to alter the pH of the 

solution, which may have suppressed further dissolution. 
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2.3.9 The Knoop Microindentation Hardness Test 

Hardness is defined as the resistance of a solid to 

local deformation. Since permanent deformation is due to 

the plastic behaviour of the material, measurement of 

hardness can provide information concerning the 

processes involved during plastic deformation. Hardness 

testing techniques involve pressing a hard indenter into 

the sample surface and measuring the size of the 

permanent indentation formed. These techniques have been 

employed industrially using spherical 98, conical 99 and 

pyramidal indenters 100, amongst others 101 General 

reviews-can also be found in references 75 and 102. For 

small crystals, microindentation techniques at very low 

loads can be used-, enabling many measurements to be made 

on one sample. 

Very few studies have been made on hardness 

anisotropy of organic materials. It is not clear whether 

the deformation processes which operate in inorganic 

materials will still function, or whether the 

molecularly rough surfaces will change the nature of the 

slip process. Organic materials tend for example to be 

more brittle 70, as slip occurs less readily. The 

following discussion primarily considers deformation of 

inorganic materials, but includes discussion of any 

additional factors which must be considered. 

An increase in crystal hardness has been shown to 
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be associated with an increase in the bulk modulus 65 of 

the material, and provided indents are deep enough, 

microindentation hardness measurements can be used to 

compare bulk properties. 

In microindentation hardness tests, a diamond 

indenter is pressed normally on to the surface under 

examination, being lowered at a controlled rate. Loads 

of 15g to 1kg can be employed as necessary. The indenter 

stresses the sample for a standard length of time, 

generally of the order of 30 seconds to 1 minute. During 

this period, plastic flow occurs, producing a permanent 

indentation of the same shape as the indenter. The 

indenter pressure will be proportional to the uniaxial 

flow stress of the material, the proportionality factor 

being dependent on the elasticity of the material. 

As the indenter is removed, there is some elastic 

recovery, depending not only on the elasticity of the 

material, but also on the shape of the indenter. The 

magnitude of the projected area of the indentation is a 

measure of the hardness number of the material, which 

has units of stress. 

As described in section 1.2.2, plastic flow or slip 

occurs more or less readily on different sets of crystal 

planes. The hardness number will therefore vary with the 

orientation of an indenter on the specimen surface, 

being dependent on the stresses applied in the slip 

direction. The Knoop indenter 74 is the only indenter 

which is useful in the study of the effect of crystal 
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Figure 2.17: The Knoop indenter and the 
indentation produced 
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orientation on hardness, due to its asymmetrical shape. 

This means both that the stresses applied along the two 

diagonals will be unequal. and orientation of the 

indenter with respect to the various crystal planes can 

therefore be more easily determined. Its shape is such 

that it produces elongated pyramidal impressions as 

illustrated in figure 2.17. The length to breadth ratio 

is approximately 7: 1. A specimen under load will 

therefore be greatly strained across the breadth BB, and 

relatively unstrained beyond AA. The major part of the 

elastic recovery of the indentation upon removal of the 

indenter will-therefore take place across the breadth, 

and the length will remain that of the unrecovered 

indentation. Thus both plastic and elastic properties of 

the material can be determined if required. As the size 

of the unrecovered indentation is more useful in this 

study (since this will include both elastic and plastic 

portions of the deformation 103) the Knoop hardness 

number, KHN, maybe calculated from the length, 1 of the 

long diagonal. 

KHN = Load / Projected Area 

14.23 x load / 12 (kgmm 2) (2.10) 

A small amount of cracking around an indentation 

does not affect the validity of the hardness 

measurements 104, although it may lead to difficulty in 

determining the end of the indentation if the crack lies 
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along the long axis of the indenter. The Knoop indenter 

was developed to allow determination of hardness values 

from relatively brittle materials minimising fracture, 

since its blunt nature causes development of a high 

hydrostatic pressure. 

The principle of geometric similarity states that 

two indentations of the same shape have geometrically 

equivalent stress patterns associated with them, 

implying that hardness is independent of load. This is 

only valid for large indentations (>100µm). At low 

loads, hardness may apparently increase with decreasing 

load since fewer dislocations may become available for 

slip in the small volumes of crystal involved 105. It is 

also more difficult to resolve the ends of smaller 

indentations 74. If more than one slip system can be 

activated, increasing the load may increase the number 

of active systems and so decrease the apparent hardness 

by this means also. The load must therefore remain 

constant during testing. 

Hardness is also time-dependent, especially for 

ductile materials. Application of a stress over a long 

period of time may cause creep processes to operate. 

Contact times must also remain constant from one 

indentation to another to avoid complications arising 

from this effect. 

Crystal slices were prepared as described in 

section 2.3.3, by cleaving, or cutting crystals with the 
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Plate 2.2: The Leitz microindenter 
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solvent saw as necessary. Habit or cleavage faces were 

preferred due to their flatness. The samples were at 

least ten times the depth of the indentations, to 

prevent the underlying mount affecting the hardness 

number. 1mm thick samples were found to be suitable for 

this. Crystal slices were fixed on 1mm thick brass 

plates with Araldite, and allowed to set for at least 24 

hours prior to testing. 

Hardness measurements were determined using the 

Leitz miniload hardness tester (shown in plate 2.2) 

fitted with a Knoop indenter. The prepared samples were 

mounted on the measuring stage of the miniload tester 

and the surface to be indented adjusted to the level 

(horizontal) position using the adjustable legs of the 

stage. This was done initially by eye, then refined by 

focusing across the sample surface using a 40 x 

microscopic objective. Trial indents were checked for 

symmetry to ensure that the surface was level. 

The instrument has a number of interchangeable 

loading weights in the range 15g to 1000g so an 

appropriate weight could be chosen. A suitable weight 

was found to be 15g - giving reproducible indents of 

reasonable size without cracking the samples. 

The travelling stage of the indenter could be moved 

to allow selection of a suitable indentation site, away 

from obviously strained areas (such as inclusions below 

the surface) and the edge of the sample, since this 

would not give indentations representative of the bulk 
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crystal. The measuring objective was focussed on the 

sample surface to ensure the indenter was always dropped 

from a constant height. The indenter was then moved into 

position and lowered on to the sample surface. This was 

carried out at a constant rate to ensure testing 

conditions were identical between indentations, and 

between different samples. A 15 second lowering time, 30 

second indentation time and then 15 seconds to raise the 

indenter were found to give adequately sized 

indentations. Measurement of the length of the main 

diagonal was made using an adjustable scale in the 

eyepiece graticule. This process was repeated six to ten 

times at, various positions over the sample surface for 

the same indenter orientation. The stage was then 

rotated through'ten degrees to a new position using a 

turntable and the process repeated. Distorted 

indentations were discarded as measurement errors were 

unavoidable. 

2.3.9.1 Analysis of plastic flow around the indenter 

Hardness anisotropy arises on a particular surface 

due to plastic flow being possible on only a limited 

number of slip planes. The active slip systems are 

generally those on which the highest resolved shear 

stresses can be generated. This is dependent on the 

crystal structure and hardness anisotropy may be 
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correlated with effective resolved shear stress (ERSS) 

in order to identify the active slip systems in a 

particular material. 

The relationship between hardness anisotropy and 

crystal orientation was derived by Daniels and Dunn 106, 

on the basis of calculated ERSS. A large indentation (ie 

low hardness) indicates high shear on the slip planes, 

and hardness may be considered as an inverse function of 

shear stress (ie ease of slip). The primary slip system 

may be identified by this relationship. Calculation of 

ERSS firstly involves analysis of the deformation 

process and identification of potential slip systems. 

As a general rule, when considering inorganic 

materials, slip takes place only in the direction and on 

the plane of densest atomic packing. Whilst this is 

useful in making an initial forecast of potential slip 

planes and Burgers vectors in organic molecular solids, 

consideration must also be given to the conformation of 

the surfaces of the proposed slip planes in order to 

ensure there are no molecular barriers to slip. 

It has been shown that hardness anisotropy can 

generally be better correlated with tensile stresses 

(generated parallel to the indenter facets) than with 

compressive stresses (normal to the indenter facets) 78. 

Since tensile stresses generated during Knoop 

indentation are highest along the long axis of the 

indenter, slip systems will be most easily activated 

when the long axis is parallel to the relevant slip 
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planes, resulting in a minimum in the KHN at this 

orientation. 

The movement of dislocations during indentation 

results in the formation of dislocation loops as 

illustrated in figure 2.18. These may be circular as 

illustrated, but are more likely to consist of segments 

of straight edge and screw dislocations with the same 

Burgers vector. Alignments of the emergent dislocations 

on the crystal surfaces follow the intersection of the 

slip plane with the indented surface. 

Examination of the movement of dislocations in 

samples under stress was first carried out using 

chemical etching techniques108. Etching is a technique 

based on the enhanced reactivity of a material at 

emergent dislocations. The strain associated with the 

dislocation core 109, or surface steps produced by a 

screw dislocation for example 20, results in 

preferential dissolution by solutions (chemical 

etching)76 or enhanced sublimation rates (thermal 

etching) 
77 due to a decrease in the relevant activation 

energy. 

Since dislocations tend to glide along certain 

planes within a crystal, etch pits are often aligned in 

specific directions. Examination of these alignments on 

various crystallographic planes may disclose the active 

slip planes within a crystal. Used in conjunction with 

hardness tests, the etch pit alignment may provide an 

indication of the slip systems activated by shear 
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stresses. 

Potential slip systems can therefore be identified 

on the basis of: 

1. high dhkl - usually associated with the weakest 

interactions between planes; 

2. small b- to minimise the line energy of associated 

dislocations-(egn. 1.10). b must lie in the slip 

plane; 

3. lack of molecular impediments to slip in organic 

materials must be considered - e. g. hydrogen-bonding or 

molecularly rough surfaces. Some conformational changes 

are possible, to allow slip to occur, and will be 

dependent on the molecular structure of the individual 

system. 

1. and 2: above can be determined from unit cell 

parameters. 3. requires closer investigation of the 

molecular structure of the proposed slip planes, which 

can be most simply undertaken with the aid of crystal 

drawing programs such as ORTEP 111 or INTERCHEM 112 

which can be used to generate drawings of the crystal 

planes of interest. 

Daniels and Dunn 106 suggested that the process of 

indentation could be considered in terms of the 

deformation of cylindrical elements of the material, 

subject to tensile forces parallel to the line of 

steepest slope on the individual facets of the indenter. 
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The cylinder tends to become elliptical in cross-section 

as shown in figure 2.19, due to the rotation of slip 

planes about an axis lying in these planes (axis of 

rotation, ar) normal to the slip direction, sd. 

The constraint opposing this rotation is governed 

both by the angle between the face of the adjacent facet 

and the axis of rotation (yv), and the angle between 

the facet and the slip direction (%) 110 illustrated in 

figure 2.20. The latter is only of. importance when 

4/-90', since slip can still take place provided 9>0. 

The complete form of the resolved shear stress 

equation for each individual facet is: 

"te = (F/A) . cos A . cos 0. (cos' + sin ý. ) /2 (2.11) 

where F= applied tensile force 

A area supporting F 

angle between axis of F (tensile axis FF) & sd 

angle between FF & the slip plane normal, N 

q j- angle between each facet (HH) & the ar of the 

slip system 

angle between HH & sd. 

'te must be calculated for each facet of the indenter, 

since the directions FF and HH will differ. The 

effective resolved shear stress 'Ce/ is considered to be 

the mean of the four values forte. 

Values of F and A cannot be unambiguously defined, 

and are ignored, since the product of the cosine factors 
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alone in equation 2.11 can nevertheless be used to 

demonstrate the relative magnitude of 're for 

indentations in various crystallographic directions on a 

given crystal plane. Directions showing the lowest ERSS 

should be the hardest. The slip system which tends to 

act will be the one which has higher ERSS values than 

others of the same type, and crossover between systems 

at different indenter angles is possible. Slip traces 

produced during etching studies can be used to determine 

whether crossover has occurred. When comparing slip 

systems with a different family of Burgers vectors, the 

relative ease of activation (due to differences in 

intermolecular interactions and molecular obstruction) 

must also be considered, in addition to consideration of 

dhkl and b. ERSS values alone will not necessarily give 

the definitive answer. 

Values, of X, 0,41 and ' can be read from a 

stereographic projection normal to the indented plane, 

overlaid with a stereographic projection of the indenter 

constructed as shown in figure 2.21. The above angles 

can therefore be determined for any orientation of the 

indenter on the crystal surface. 

Diagrams of the structure of proposed slip planes 

were used to determine whether slip could occur, and if 

so, in which direction. The lengths of Burgers vectors 

were calculated from unit cell dimensions. Samples were 

photographed immediately after indentation and 30 days 
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later in order to allow etching by sublimation, and any 

longer term relaxation effects to take place. This was 

carried out in order to identify planes on which slip 

had occurred. Samples were not solvent etched as this 

was found difficult to control, even at low 

temperatures, and tended to dissolve the indentations, 

making their position and orientation difficult to 

detect. The angles required for ERSS calculation were 

measured from stereographic projections plotted normal 

to the indented face as described for every orientation 

of the indenter on the sample crystals. 

The resolved shear stress (RSS) for each facet of 

the indenter was calculated according to equation 2.11. 

The ERSS was determined from the mean of the four RSS 

values at each orientation of the indenter, and was also 

plotted as a function of the indenter angle. 

ERSS calculations could only be performed on the 

(100) and (001) faces, due to difficulties obtaining 
r 

stereographic projections of directions on the (1 10) 

and (1 11) faces. 
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2.4 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

2.4.1 STEREO 

STEREO 8 is a FORTRAN program used to construct 

stereographic projections of a given crystal structure 

for any given orientation. The program is based on 

equations derived by Stokes et al 113. Projections of 

face normals (poles) can be constructed for any crystal 

system, but projections of crystal directions can only 

be accurately produced for highly symmetrical systems. 

2.4.2 LAUE 

LAUE is a-FORTRAN program designed to produce 

simulated Laue diffraction patterns for a given crystal 

structure, at a given orientation and sample-to-film 

distance. This can be used to identify crystal faces or 

check crystal orientation. 

2.4.3 MORANG 

MORANG 114 is an interactive package used as an aid 

in identification of crystal morphology. Three main 

functions are available: 

(1) Identification of the most important 

morphological forms on the basis of highest interplanar 

spacings according to the rules of Donnay and Harker il. 
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(2) Calculation of angles between crystal planes 

and/or crystal directions. 

(3) Identification of likely crystal planes given 

an observed angle and associated experimental error. 

2.4.4 SHAPE 

SHAPE 115 is a crystal drawing program. Using 

information including unit cell dimensions, space group 

symmetry and centre-to-face distances, the smallest 

polyhedron enclosed by the inputted faces is computed 

(using classical Wulff plot technique as described in 

section 1.2.1.2.1) to produce a drawing of the crystal. 

A drawing of the observed morphology can be 

produced if observed centre-to-face distances are 

inputted. Using the reciprocal of the interplanar 

spacings produces a Donnay-Harker model, and 

substituting attachment energy for-the centre-to-face 

distance results in construction of the attachment 

energy model. 

2.4.5 HABIT 

HABIT 116 can be used to calculate lattice, slice 

and attachment energies (see section 1.2.1.2: 1) and 

predict the morphology of molecular crystals. Fractional 

coordinates of one asymmetric unit and the symmetry 

operators of-the appropriate space group are used to 
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construct the unit cell, which is then repeated along 

the three crystallographic axes to create a three 

dimensional model of the crystal structure. 

The intermolecular interactions are considered to 

consist of the sum of all the non-bonded atom-atom 

interactions, which are each assumed to have a Van der 

Waals and an electrostatic component (section 

1.2.1.2.1). 

In this work, the most probable growth forms were 

identified using the program MORANG to search through 

all possible low index planes and select those with the 

highest interplanar spacings (dkhl) based on the 

principles of Donnay and Harker. In some instances this 

resulted in selection of planes which consisted only of 

R or ä molecules; although crystallographically 

identical, these were not chemically identical and 

therefore did not contain a complete repeat of the 

crystal structure. In these cases, the interplanar 

spacing had to be doubled (in practical terms this 

affected only the {002} faces, which become (0011). 

It was necessary to minimise the position of 

hydrogen atoms in the crystal structure before 

calculation of attachment energies (Eatt) for these 

faces. X-ray diffraction data does not always provide an 

accurate representation of hydrogen positions, tending 

to underestimate bond lengths to hydrogen atoms, since 

their scattering power is too small to contribute 
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materially to diffraction intensity 117. However, their 

position may significantly affect intermolecular energy 

calculations118, and inaccuracy may therefore lead to 

erroneous results of energy calculations. Hydrogen atom 

positions tend to be estimated and refined along with 

diffraction data for heavy atom positions. They were 

therefore optimised by fitting to data for bond lengths 

and angles from neutron diffraction studies (which can 

pinpoint hydrogen positions more accurately). and their 

positions minimised 119. The methodology is reported in 

fuller detail elsewhere 120. The heavy atoms and unit 

cell dimensions remained fixed during the calculation. 

The modified structure coordinates were then used 

to calculate Eatt values for the selected growth forms, 

and the crystal energy (hinter) using the force field 

developed by Lifson et al 121 for carboxylic acids, 

which uses a Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential to calculate 

Van der Waals interactions. No special function for 

hydrogen-bonding was found to be necessary. 

2.4.6 INTERCHEM 

INTERCHEM 112 is an interactive package which can 

be used, amongst other things, to produce molecular 

drawings or drawings of portions of crystal structures. 

The diagrams can be readily manipulated until the 

desired orientation is obtained. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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3 REGULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 CRYSTAL GROWTH AND CHARACTERISATION 

The solvent evaporation technique was used to study 

the effect of solvent on the morphology of ibuprofen, to 

grow crystals of 9(+)--ibuprofen for structure 

determination, and to produce seed crystals for growth 

of large single crystals by controlled cooling. Vapour 

growth techniques were used to'determine crystal 

morphology in the absence of potentially interacting 

solvents. Differential scanning calorimetry, single 

crystal dissolution and x-ray techniques were used to 

characterise the quality of the resulting crystals. 

3.1.1 Crystal Growth Experiments 

3.1.1.1 Growth of small crystals by solvent evaporation 

Ibuprofen was recrystallised from hexane. 

acetonitrile, acetone, ethylacetate. toluene, ethanol, 

methanol and propan-2-ol. The resulting morphologies are 

illustrated in figure 3.1. All crystals are drawn in the 

same orientation, and are average morphologies derived 

from measurement of at least six crystals representative 

of each type. The identification of the crystallographic 

axes and face assignments illustrated will be described 

in detail in section 3.1.2.1. 
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figure 3.1: Morphologies of ibuprofen crystals grown from 
different solvents 
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DSC thermograms of powdered samples of 

recrystallised material, obtained as described in 

section 2.3.4, were identical with those of the starting 

material, and confirmed that the observed morphologies 

were different habits of the same crystal structure and 

not different polymorphic forms. 

S(+)-ibuprofen was recrystallised from methanol. No 

crystal growth was observed after slow evaporation of 

the methanol from a saturated solution for 14 days at 

room temperature. The solution was cooled to 5°C to 

further increase supersaturation. Small crystals were 

formed in 24 hours. The high supersaturation required to 

nucleate S(+)-ibuprofen crystals (when compared with the 

racemate) indicates that the free energy change on 

nucleation is lower, i. e. that the S(4)-ibuprofen nuclei 

are less thermodynamically stable than racemic nuclei, 

which may be a contributing factor to the absence of 

spontaneous resolution of ibuprofen. 

The resulting crystals had poorly developed habits, 

but were single crystals when examined under crossed 

polarisers. They were used for x-ray structure 

determination, but insufficient starting material was 

available for growth of larger crystals. 
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Plate 3.1: Ibuprofen crystal grown from acetonitrile 
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Plate 3.2: Ibuprofen crystal (Cleaved) grown from 
hexane by controlled cooling 
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the orientation 
of growth twins in 
hexane-grown crystals 
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3.1.1.2 Growth of large single crystals by controlled 

cooling 

Well-formed crystals of ibuprofen, 20 to 30mm 

long, were grown from acetonitrile solution over a 

temperature range of 31 to 38'C. Cooling rates from 0.05 

to 0.1°C. day`1 produced the crystals of best optical 

quality. Morphology closely matched that observed in the 

initial solvent evaporation experiments; occasionally 

additional small side faces were present. A typical 

seed-grown crystal is shown in plate 3.1. 

Growth of good quality crystals from hexane 

solution was more difficult. Twinning parallel to the 

side face occasionally occurred, as illustrated in 

figure 3.2. More commonly, crystals were of poor optical 

quality, with curvature on the major face indicating 

strained growth. An example of this is shown in plate 

3.2. The best quality crystals were produced between 34 

and 37'C, and at very slow cooling rates (0.015 to 

0.033°C. day-1). This was much lower than the cooling 

rate necessary to maintain 2% supersaturation, 

indicating that despite all precautions some evaporation 

from the system may have taken place. 

It should also be noted that crystal growth from 

systems exhibiting steep solubility gradients (such as 

in these systems), involves working at the operational 

limits of the growth apparatus 89, small temperature 

fluctuations producing relatively large changes in the 
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Plate 3.3: Ibuprofen crystals grown from the 
vapour phase 
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supersaturation ratio. Growth therefore occurs 

spasmodically, rather than at a slow constant rate, 

which may induce strain in the form of defects such as 

solvent inclusions. 

3.1.1.3 Crystals grown from the vapour phase 

Ibuprofen crystals were grown from the vapour 

phase as described in section 2.2.1.3. Crystals began to 

form when the temperature reached 56.1'C at the base and 

41.4°C at the open end. Single crystals of good optical 

quality were obtained in the region of the glass tube 

where the temperature ranged between 49.6°C and 47.7°C. 

These are shown in plate 3.3. 

No crystallisation of S(+)-ibuprofen was observed 

until the furnace temperature gradient was the same as 

for growth of the racemate, by which point the powder 

had completely melted. Small crystallites had formed 

after 14 days, but again nucleation seemed to be a 

problem; none of the crystallites were single crystals. 

but were polycrystalline aggregates or amorphous. 
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Figure 3.3: Sample orientations from which Laue 
diffraction patterns were obtained 
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Plate 3.4: Laue diffraction pattern from the major 
face of ibuprofen 
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Figure 3.4: Calculated Laue diffraction pattern for 
(001) crystal face of ibuprofen 
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Plate 3.5: Laue diffraction pattern from the cleavage 

plane of ibuprofen 
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Figure 3.5: Calculated Laue diffraction pattern for 
(100) crystal face of ibuprofen 
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3.1.2 Characterisation and Comparison of Crystal 

Morphologies 

3.1.2.1 Laue Diffraction Patterns and Identification of 

Crystal Faces_ 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the orientations of crystal 

slices from which Laue diffraction patterns were 

obtained. Laue diffraction patterns of the major 

(usually six-sided) growth form, shown in plate 3.4, in 

all cases identified it as the (001) face with the long 

edges of the crystals being parallel to the b--axis. 

Calculated Laue patterns are illustrated in figure 3.4 

for comparison. Laue diffraction patterns were also 

determined from cleavage planes to further confirm that 

they were (100) planes (also the case for aspirin, which 

crystallises in the same space-group 122): this was 

found to be correct, as illustrated by comparison of 

plate 3.5 and figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.6 shows typical interfacial angles 

measured on a crystal grown from acetonitrile. Crystals 

grown from other solvents exhibited the same growth 

forms, although relative surface areas differed. The 

identity of the most common growth forms exhibited on 

ibuprofen crystals grown from solution are illustrated 

in figure 3.7. Additional side faces occasionally 

observed on acetonitrile-grown-crystals were identified 
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Figure 3.7: Ibuprofen growth forms 
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as {102}. The twin plane observed in large seed-grown 

crystals using hexane corresponded with the (100) 

cleavage plane. 

Crystals grown from vapour were too small for the 

Laue method to be used to identify the major face. 

Interfacial angles were measured from scanning electron 

micrographs and enlarged optical micrographs to allow 

characterisation. Interfacial angles are shown in figure 

3.8. 

Interfacial angles on the major face of vapour 

grown' ibuprofen matched those calculated for the (100) 

face. The (0011 face was not dominant, unlike all 

solution grown crystals, but was very much smaller. This 

is partly due to restricted growth, since the 1100) face 

tended to be aligned with`the sides of the growth tube, 

allowing growth to occur on only one face. Figure 3.9 

shows a SHAPE drawing of the general morphology of 

vapour grown crystals. {011) faces were apparently 

observed, which rarely occurred on. -solution grown 

crystals. However, the vapour grown crystals were too 

thin for absolute identification to be made, and these 

faces may have been the more commonly observed 11111 

faces. 

i 
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Figure 3.8: Interfacial angles measured from typical 
vapour grown crystals of ibuprofen 

Figure 3.9: Growth forms of vapour grown crystals 
of ibuprofen 
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3.1.2.2 Comparison of crystal habits from different 

solvent systems 

It can be seen from the crystal drawings in figure 

3.1 that, in general, as the polarity of the solvent 

increased, the crystals exhibited slower growth along 

the b axis, and increased growth along the c axis, thus 

becoming more equant compared with the thin plates grown 

from hexane. 

Gordon and Amin 1 attempted to quantify this effect 

by plotting the ratios of the lengths of the two longest 

crystal axes (the aspect ratio) of the crystals against 

the hydrogen-bonding parameter of the solvent. This is a 

semi-empirical concept developed to allow some 

quantification of physical interactions between solvents 

and a substrate material. It is assumed that the 

cohesive energy of a solvent, AE (equivalent to the 

energy of vapourisation) 123,124 arises from 

contributions from hydrogen-bonding (QE1I), permanent 

dipole-permanent dipole interactions (aEp) and nonpolar 

interactions (IED), such that: 

6E = QEII + AEP + QED 

The hydrogen-bonding parameter is calculated from 

SH = (QEH / V)1/2, 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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where V is the molar volume of the solvent and QEV is 

calculated from QlIV measurements of 4650 cal for each OH 

group. 5H also includes contributions from other 

association bonds, pi-bonds etc. 125. The dipole and 

non-polar terms were found to be relatively unimportant 

in altering the morphology of ibuprofen. No mechanisms 

were proposed to explain these results. 

Following the example of Gordon and Amin 1, the b/a 

aspect ratios of the crystals were plotted against the 

hydrogen-bonding parameter of the solvent of 

crystallisation. The results, shown in figure 3.10, show 

a similar trend to the published results. b/a was also 

plotted against 6D or sp (shown in figures 3.11 and 3.12 

respectively) but does not produce any obvious trend. 

again in agreement with published results. 

Gordon and Amin 1 were unable to estimate the 

thickness of the crystals by their measurement technique 

and so the effects of solvents on the {001} crystal face 

were not determined. Growth of larger crystals in this 

work allowed measurement of crystals along the c axis to 

be made. Figure 3.13 shows a plot of the c/a aspect 

ratio versus sli. No obvious trend in the results is 

apparent, except that only in the cases of methanol- and 

ethanol-grown crystals is c/a > 1, i. e. the relative 

morphological importance of the {100} and {001} growth 

faces, was the same as for vapour grown crystals, whereas 

for all other solvents c/a <1 suggesting disruption of 

growth at the {001} faces. 
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Factors affecting the morphology of ibuprofen will 

be considered in section 3.2. 
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3.1.3 Comparison of lattice strain induced 

crystallisation solvent 

In section 3.1.1.2 it was noted that ibuprofen 

crystals grown from hexane appeared to show increased lattice 

strain compared with those grown from acetonitrile. In 

the following section, the results of a series of 

experiments to determine the nature of the lattice 

disruption and quantify the crystalline disorder 

are reported. 

The presence of crystal defects may be expected to 

increase the internal energy, enthalpy and entropy of a 

crystal system 80. Parameters such as QHf and melting 

point (Tm) can therefore be used as a measure of crystal 

imperfection. DSC thermograms were therefore obtained 

from samples of small crystals grown from each solvent 

investigated. 

Single crystal dissolution tests were used to 

compare the surface reactivity of ibuprofen crystals 

grown from hexane and acetonitrile, which may also 

increase at the site of emergent dislocations or other 

strained regions. 

The degree of lattice disruption was quantified by 

measurement of the mosaic spread of crystal samples 

using Laue diffraction patterns. X-ray topography 

allowed further characterisation of strained regions. 
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3.1.3.1 Differential scanning calorimetry of crystals 

grown from different solvents 

DSC thermograms were obtained as described in 

section 2.3.4. Small as--grown crystals were used instead 

of the powdered form, since comminution would have 

introduced further changes in the degree of 

crystallinity. 

Melting points and heats of fusion are presented in 

table 3.1. All samples were run in duplicate and mean 

values are presented. 

Solvent Melting point 6Hf 

(°C) (kJ. rnol"1) 

Acetonitrile 78.62 25.62 

Hexane 78.52 25.00 

Toluene 78.48 26.02 

Acetone 79.08 26.03 

Ethylacetate 78.71 25.02 

Propan-2-ol 78.89 25.76 

Ethanol 78.48 25.96 

TABLE 3.1: MELTING POINTS AND HEATS OF FUSION FOR 

IBUPROFEN CRYSTALS GROWN FROM VARIOUS 

SOLVENTS 
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A sharp melting endotherm at around 79°C was the only 

feature observed on all thermograms, which show a 

consistently higher melting point and lower heat of 

fusion than the powder samples examined. This was 

considered to be due to less efficient heat transmission 

in the crystals. 

Florence et al 126 observed changes in the melting 

point of digoxin due to differences in the degree of 

crystallinity. Changes in the latent heat of fusion and 

internal energy of crystals grown in the presence of 

habit-modifying impurities, have also been detected by 

DSC 72,73,127. Differences in the melting point and 

heats of fusion of the samples studied here, however, 

appear to be insignificant, and are not detectable 

within the errors of measurement of the apparatus. 

3.1.3.2 Single crystal dissolution 

The retraction of the (1001 face of ibuprofen was 

measured as a function of time, temperature, flow rate 

and-solvent of crystallisation. From equation 2.8, when 

Cs » C, the overall dissolution rate is proportional to 

the observed rate constant, kobs" In this work, the 

slope (cm-s-1) of a plot of movement of the crystal face 

with time is itself an observed apparent rate constant 

(Kobe), and can be used as an indication of kobs" 

Figure 3.14 shows a typical plot of the retraction 

of the crystal face as a function of time at different 
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Figure 3.14: Dissolution of acetonitrile grown ibuprofen crystals at 10 C 
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Figure 3.15: Dissolution of ibuproFen crystals at 40C and Flow rate 200mL/min 
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flow rates, all other parameters being kept constant. 

The increased movement of the face at the higher flow 

rate indicates that dissolution is transport dependent. 

Figure 3.15 shows typical plots of distance moved 

as a function of time at constant flow rate and 

temperature for crystals grown from hexane and 

acetonitrile. Kobs is higher for hexane-grown crystals, 

and is always higher than that for acetonitrile-grown 

crystals, allowing equivalent transport conditions. The 

rate of the surface "reaction" is therefore also a 

contributing factor to dissolution (ie a mixed 

transport- surface-controlled process) with the rate of 

dissolution from the {100} surface of hexane-grown 

crystals being faster. Since data were obtained for 

dissolution at only two flow rates, it was not possible 

to determine actual values for the rate constants of the 

two processes. 

The increased reactivity of the hexane-grown 

crystals suggested that they were more strained than 

those grown from acetonitrile i. e. they showed a higher 

degree of molecular mismatch or misalignment, leading to 

an increase in the internal energy and entropy of the 

hexane-grown crystals, although no significant 

differences in the heats of fusion of ibuprofen crystals 

grown from the two solvents were observed in the DSC 

results, as discussed earlier. 

Gordon and Amin 1 found that recrystallisation of 
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ibuprofen from polar solvents caused an increase in the 

dissolution rate of crystalline material. The method by 

which they obtained their results. which are in direct 

contradiction with those above, was not stated, but 

appeared to be conducted on compressed powder samples. 

Their results cannot therefore be directly compared with 

those above, due to differences in particle sizes and 

the influence of the compaction process itself. 

Sublimation of ibuprofen is reported to be greatly 

reduced when polar solvents are used in the 

crystallisation process 1. This is in agreement with the 

results presented here, since it is proposed that 

crystals grown from a polar solvent will be less 

reactive due to the lower defect content. 
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3.1.3.3 Determination of mosaic spread using Laue 

diffraction patterns 

Laue diffraction patterns were produced from the 

(001} habit face for four ibuprofen crystals grown from 

hexane and four from acetonitrile. Two Laue diffraction 

patterns for (100) cleavage slices of crystals grown 

from each solvent were also produced. Diffraction 

patterns from two of the samples are shown in plates 

3.6 and 3.7. The first is from a good quality crystal 

grown from acetonitrile and shows low strain 

(r)=7.350x10-3). The second is from a crystal grown from 

hexane and shows considerably greater radial elongation 

of the spots due to increased lattice strain 

(N)= 10.730x10-3) 

Results are given in table 3.3. Comparing all 

samples from each solvent, the tdata are outwith 95% 

probability that the samples are the same, hence samples 

are statistically different. Those grown from hexane 

showed more lattice strain than those grown from 

acetonitrile, suggesting differences in the crystal 

growth process due to these solvents. 
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Plate 3.6: Laue diffraction pattern from a good 
quality ibuprofen crystal (001) face 
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Plate 3.7: Laue diffraction pattern from a poorer 
quality ibuprofen crystal (001) face 
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Solvent Sample Face Mosaic spread 

(degreesx1O3) 

Acetonitrile 0507/3 (100} 11.113 

0807/2 8.650 

JC3 {001} 5.485 

JCi 7.661 

JC2 5.357 

0007/3 7.358 

mean 7.605, sd=2.146 

Hexane Jill {100 It 17.97 

1806/1 13.73 

0306/1 {001} 14.626 

1706/1 13.002 

2706/1 0.320 

2606/2 10.730 

mean 13.063, sd = 3.314 

TABLE 3.2: COMPARISON OF MOSAIC SPREAD BETWEEN CRYSTAL 

SAMPLES 
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3.1.3.4 X-ray Topographs 

X-ray topographs were obtained from slices of 

crystals grown from hexane and acetonitrile, in order to 

compare the internal structures of the crystals (in 

particular the number and types of crystal 

imperfections). 

Initial comparison of topographs from the two types 

of crystal confirmed the results of the mosaic spread 

experiments. The hexane-grown samples showed more 

strain and lattice disruption than acetone- or 

acetonitrile-grown samples, whether dish-grown or grown 

by controlled cooling. The topographic images were 

therefore correspondingly more distorted. Images were 

obtained from (100} slices, cleaved from seed-grown 

crystals, from both hexane (plate 3.8) and acetonitrile 

(plate 3.9), where the (001) growth sector is dominant. 

Much greater distortion can be observed in the hexane-- 

grown sample. Additionally, plate 3.9 shows greater 

distortion in the (001) growth sectors than in the (100} 

or faster growing (110), (111) or (111) growth sectors. 

Similarly, (001) reflections in samples of (100) 

orientation showed greater distortion than other images 

(using Laue type topographs), implying that (001) planes 

are more highly strained. Dish-grown crystals produced 

by spontaneous nucleation and slow solvent evaporation 

proved to be of better topographic quality than those 

grown from seed crystals under more controlled 
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Plate 3.8: (002) reflection of (100) slice of a 
seed-grown crystal from hexane solution 
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Plate 3.9: (002) reflection of (100) slice of a 
seed-grown crystal from acetonitrile 
solution 
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conditions. Plate 3.10 shows the same reflection as 

plate 3.9, but obtained from a {100} slice of a dish- 

grown crystal, using acetonitrile as a solvent. The 

image is much less distorted, and shows greater detail 

than any obtained from seed--grown crystals. {100} slices 

from dish--grown crystals using hexane as a solvent could 

not be topographed due to their thinness. 

Images obtained from samples of {001} orientation 

were not distorted to the same extent. Plate 3.11 and 

3.12 show, respectively, the same reflections from {001} 

slices from dish-grown crystals using hexane and 

acetonitrile. Images from the hexane-grown crystal are 

more distorted, with separation of sections of the 

image, possibly due either to partial cleavage of the 

(100) planes, or simply due to the increased distortion 

(bending of the lattice). 

In general, crystal strain was too great to allow 

the individual dislocations observed in some growth 

sectors to be identified and characterised. Interesting 

features were noted consistently in topographs of 

crystals grown from acetone or acetonitrile (shown in 

plates 3.10 and 3.12) which were in the form of fringes, 

the orientation of which was dependent on the growth 

sector in which they were observed, being normal to the 

growth direction. They were observed in all reflections 

and all growth sectors. 

Fringes arise in topographic images either due to 
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Plate 3.10: (002) reflection of (100) slice from a 
dish-grown crystal using acetonitrile 
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[100] 
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Plate 3.11: (100) reflection of (001) slice of a 
dish-grown crystal from hexane solution 
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Plate 3.12: (100) reflection of (001) slice of a 
dish-grown crystal from acetonitrile 
solution 
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growth-related or dynamical effects. Since the spacing 

of the fringes alters as the relative growth rates in 

adjacent sectors changes (see regions marked A in plate 

3.12) they appear to be growth-related. They are 

unlikely to be due to growth bands (accumulations of 

impurities and solvent inclusions caused by a sudden 

increase in the growth rate) due to their regularity. 

Growth sector boundaries also often appear fringed in 

topographs, the contrast arising due to differences in 

lattice parameters due to variation in the growth rate 

in different sectors. A similar effect seems to be 

observed here, although it is unusual for growth sector 

boundaries to extend over the whole image, usually being 

restricted to the area around a seed crystal or to the 

intersection of two growth sectors 95 where these are at 

an angle to the diffraction vector. In this instance the 

fringes appear to overlap at sloping growth sector 

boundaries (see regions marked B), rather than to arise 

at the boundaries. 

Dynamical fringes can be divided into two types, 

those which arise in very perfect crystal due to the 

interference of direct and diffracted beams 

(Pendellösung fringes), and those which arise due to 

interbranch scattering, where the decoupling of 

wavefields occurs around a very strained defect. 

Interference of the two new wavefields produces fringes 

similar to Pendellösung fringes. Neither of the above 

are very likely in this instance, since the samples are 
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not of high quality, and the fringes extend over the 

whole image, not just around individual defects. Fringes 

produced by dynamical scattering also tend to be less 

regular and curve as the crystal thickness changes. 

The fringes observed in topographs of {100} and 

(001) slices of acetonitrile grown crystals, appear to 

be growth-related, although their exact source is not 

clear. 
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3.2 INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBLE FACTORS AFFECTING THE 

MORPHOLOGY OF IBUPROFEN 

The equilibrium morphology of ibuprofen was 

calculated using HABIT. This was then compared with the 

as-grown morphologies and used to determine the effect 

of different solvents on the crystal morphology. 

Calculation of Jackson k--factors allowed determination 

of the possible growth mechanisms in different solvents. 

Possible differences of molecular association in 

solution were also investigated and the molecular 

structure of the growth interfaces studied to identify 

potential interaction sites for solvent molecules. 
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3.2.1 Determination of Theoretical Morphology 

The growth forms with the largest interplanar 

spacings (dhkl) were calculated using the program 

MORANG. They are presented in table 3.4 with their dhkl 

values and attachment energies (Eatt) calculated from 

HABIT. 

Growth form dhkl Eatt 

(hkl} (A) (kcal. mol`1) 

100 14.472 --4.73 

001 10.587 -8.05 

110 6.925 -17.85 

'011 6.324 -18.04 

111 5.599 -17.40 

111 5.601 -16.70 

210 5.330 --18.76 

102 5.567 -17.20 

102 4.731 -15.86 

Elatt s -28.94 kcal. mol-1 

TABLE 3.3: INTERPLANAR SPACINGS AND ATTACHMENT ENERGIES 

FOR IBUPROFEN 

The lattice energy calculated using HABIT, as 

described in section 2.4.5, compares well with that 

derived from experimental values for the sublimation 
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energy (using a value for All, obtained from reference 

128) using equation 1.6. This gave a value for the 

experimental lattice energy of -30.10 kcal. mol-1. Given 

an experimental error in measuring Qli. of +1 to 3 

kcal. mol-1 18,129 the atom--atom potential calculations 

give a reasonable result. 

Inputting the Eatt values into the SHAPE program, 

which assumes growth rate is proportional to Eatt" an 

equilibrium morphology was constructed based on the 

assumption that only intermolecular forces within the 

crystal affected its morphology. This is illustrated in 

figure 3.16. 

The calculated morphology is in better agreement 

with that of vapour grown crystals than any of those 

grown from solution. In particular, the dominant face in 

the calculated morphology was {100} (rather than (001) 

as observed in the solution grown crystals) since 

intermolecular interactions on this plane were weakest. 

This is in agreement with the identification of (100) as 

a cleavage plane; similar calculations performed on the 

aspirin crystal structure also identified the cleavage 

plane as having the weakest intermolecular interactions 

122. As in this case, it was not the dominant face in 

the solution grown crystals, and a solvent interaction 

was implicated but not proved. 

It is useful to compare the experimental crystal 

dimensions with those of the calculated morphology in 

order to determine the effects of the solvent of 
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110 

Figure 3.16: Equilibrium morphology calculated 
using attachment energy model 
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crystallisation on the crystal morphology. Table 3.4 

lists these values. 

Relative rate of growth along axis: 

Solvent abc 

Theoretical 

model 1 3.80 1.74 

Hexane 1 4.47 0.37 

Toluene 1 2.56 0.31 

Ethylacetate 1 3.39 0.56 

Acetone 1 4.17 0.77 

Acetonitrile 1 1.96 0.57 

Propan-2-ol 1 1.64 0.45 

Ethanol 1 1.88 1.89 

TABLE 3.4: RATIO OF CRYSTAL DIMENSIONS ALONG a, b AND c 

AXES 

All solvents (with the exception of hexane and 

acetone) appeared to reduce the growth rate along the a 

axis to some extent, the effect generally increasing 

with polarity. Growth along the c axis also appeared to 

be decreased by all solvents investigated, excepting 

ethanol, resulting in {001} becoming the dominant face. 

It was only when ibuprofen was grown from ethanol (or 

methanol) that {100} became dominant in the morphology 
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as predicted by theory. 

Polar solvents did not therefore only promote 

relatively slower growth along the b axis as initially 

proposed in section 3.1.1.4.;, growth was also altered 

along the c axis by both non-polar solvents and all 

polar solvents apart from those with the highest 

hydrogen--bonding capacity. 

3.2.2 Calculation of Jackson o-factors 

None of the previously published studies on 

ibuprofen morphology 1,87 considered possible changes in 

growth mechanism due to the change in solvent as a 

source of the morphology changes. Solvent interactions 

with specific faces were suspected, but adsorption sites 

were not proposed 87 

Since supersaturation levels were kept constant 

during the controlled cooling experiments, Jackson d- 

factors could be determined for the growth faces of 

ibuprofen in both hexane and acetonitrile solutions. 

Calculations were carried out using equation 1.9. Esl 

and linter were obtained from theoretical calculations; 

jHf from DSC results; xs. eq was calculated by dividing 

the saturation solubility (from solubility curves) by 

density (from crystallographic data). 

a-factors were calculated at 35'C, in the middle of 

the growth range for both acetonitrile and hexane 

solutions. Results are presented in table 3.5. 
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Face (hkll 

a-factor 

Hexane Acetonitrile 

100 6.90 6.59 

001 5.95 5.69 

111 3.49 3.33 

110 3.16 3.02 

Est. error ±2.56% ±2.80% 

TABLE 3.5: CALCULATED a-FACTORS FOR IBUPROFEN CRYSTAL 

FACES 

From these results, it would appear that the two 

end-faces of ibuprofen can grow by a "birth-and-spread" 

(two-dimensional nucleation) mechanism, but that the 

main (100) and (001) faces can only grow by a spiral 

dislocation mechanism. More importantly, no changes in 

growth mechanism are seen between the two different 

solvent systems. 

It is likely therefore, that solvent adsorption is 

the source of relative changes in the growth rate. 

/ 

i 
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3.2.3 Proton NMR to investigate association of 

ibuprofen molecules in solution 

Since ibuprofen is a polar molecule, its state of 

molecular association in polar and non-polar solvents is 

likely to be different; in polar or hydrogen-bonding 

solvents the carboxylic acid group can be stabilised by 

hydrogen-bonding with the solvent, whereas in non-polar 

solvents it can only be stabilised by hydrogen-bonding 

to another ibuprofen molecule. Vapour pressure osmometry 

data indicated that ibuprofen existed predominantly as 

monomers in acetonitrile solution as expected, but that 

in hexane, dimer structures were predominant 130 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were 

obtained from saturated solutions of ibuprofen in both 

deuterated acetonitrile and carbon tetrachloride and are 

illustrated in figures 3.17 and 3.18 respectively. The 

major difference between the two spectra was in the 

position of the peak associated with the hydroxyl 

hydrogen. In carbon tetrachloride a sharp peak was 

observed at 12.45ppm. In acetonitrile a broadened peak 

was observed, superimposed on the quadruplet of aromatic 

hydrogens at approximately 7ppm. 

The shift in position of the peak in CD3CN 

indicated that different interactions were taking place 

than in CC14 solution; the peak broadening indicated 

that the interactions replacing hydrogen-bonding were 

transient, and that a number of different association 
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states were possible. The hydroxyl hydrogens were likely 

to be exchanging with the solvent 131 

Spectra of 50% and 25% dilutions of the original 

solutions were obtained to determine whether any changes 

to the molecular association occurred. Little change was 

observed in the spectra of diluted carbon tetrachloride 

solution, with the peak at 12.45ppm remaining sharp. In 

acetonitrile solution however, the band associated with 

the hydroxyl hydrogen broadened and moved further down 

the spectrum as shown in figure 3.19. This indicated 

more frequent exchange with the solvent, and 

dissociation of remaining carboxylic acid dimers. 

Deposition of ibuprofen on the surface of a growing 

crystal is therefore unlikely to occur by the same 

mechanism from polar and non-polar solvents. In the 

latter case, it is more likely that the growth units 

being deposited at the growth interface from solution 

will be a dimer rather than monomers, since individual 

ibuprofen molecules will be energetically unstable in a 

non-polar solvent. Being. a larger growth unit, it is 

likely that reorientation of the dimer units at the 

growth surface will be more difficult than for the 

corresponding monomers, with possible effects on both 

the growth rate and defect structure of the material 

which will be discussed later. 

Ibuprofen dimers in non-polar solutions will not 

necessarily be racemic - dieters of both enantiomers will 
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Figure 3.19: Proton NMR spectrum of 50% dilution of 
the acetonitrile solution 
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also be present. These could both act in the manner of 

tailor-made additives as discussed in section 1.1.2.2; 

if one half of the dimer is incorporated at the growth 

surface, "the protruding part will be different from that 

normally encountered by oncoming growth units and may be 

sufficiently different to slow crystal growth until the 

molecule is replaced with the "correct" one. 

Alternatively, if the enantiomeric dimers are 

incorporated into the crystal bulk, this is likely to be 

a source of strain within the crystal. 

Growth-from polar solvents probably occurs by 

deposition of monomers. Growth rates are more likely to 

be altered at specific faces by adsorption of polar 

solvents at specific sites, for example where carboxylic 

acid groups protrude, slowing growth by competition with 

oncoming ibuprofen molecules. 

A study of the molecular structure at the growth 

interface was undertaken to, determine: 

1. whether it was possible that enantiomeric dimers 

could become incorporated in the crystal bulk, or only 

at the growth interface, and if so why growth was 

affected to different extents at the various crystal 

faces in non-polar solvents; and 

2. potential sites for adsorption of polar solvents. 
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3.2.4 X-ray structure of S(+)-ibuprofen 

Atomic coordinates and unit cell parameters of 

S(+)--ibuprofen were determined by Dr. A. A. Freer at the 

department of-Chemistry. Glasgow University, and are 

listed in the appendix. 

Systematic absences indicated the crystals were 

monoclinic, space group P21, with two ibuprofen 

molecules in the asymmetric unit forming an acid dimer. 

Full matrix least squares refinement of the data 

including calculated hydrogen atom positions gave final 

R and WR of 0.063 and 0.080. Unlike-the racemic form, 

where the two halves'of the dimer are related by 

inversion through a centre of symmetry, the two halves 

of the enantiomeric dimer have different conformations 

as shown in figure 3.20. 

The structures of enantiomeric and racemic 

ibuprofen are compared in table 3.6. 
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Figure 3.20: Conformations of the two parts of the 
asymmetric unit in the S(+)-dimer 
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(4)-ibuprofen S(+)-ibuprofen 

Space group P21/c P21 

a 14.667h 12.462A 

b 7.886A 8.035A 

c 10.730A 13.539A 

ß 99.362' 112.690' 

z4 2(dimers) 

Cell volume 1224.54 1248.80 

TABLE 3.6: COMPARISON OF UNIT CELL PARAMETERS IN 

ENANTIOMERIC AND RACEMIC IBUPROFEN 

Space groups P21/c and P21 are amongst those most 

commonly seen for racemates and their enantiomers 

respectively 
132; 60 - 80% of racemates crystallise as 

P21/c, C2/c or P 1. with 70-90% of the corresponding 

optically active compounds crystallising as P212121 or 

P21. These space groups offer the most favourable 

combination of compactness and symmetry. The stability 

of molecular crystals is directly related to both these 

factors, and a decrease in either leads to a decrease in 

stability. The optically active form of ibuprofen has 

both a higher unit cell volume and decreased symmetry 

compared to the racemic form (due to loss of a centre of 
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inversion between the two halves of the dimer), and so 

is likely to be less thermodynamically stable. This 

decrease in stability will combine with the nucleation 

difficulties observed for the enantiomeric crystals to 

prevent spontaneous resolution of the racemate. 

The conformation of one of the molecules in the 

enantiomeric dimer in the solid state is identical to 

that of the corresponding moiety in the racemate unit as 

shown in figure 3.21. It should therefore be possible 

for this half of the enantiomeric'dimer to be adsorbed 

onto the surface of the growing racemate crystal, 

leaving the other half', which has a different 

conformation, protruding. -It-therefore has the potential 

to act as a tailor-made additive as outlined in section 

1.1.2.2, and in the following section it will be 

determined which crystal faces if any, could be affected 

by this. 

/ 

I 
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of the conformations of 
S(+)- and (t)-ibuprofen 
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3.2.5 Identification of potential adsorption sites 

Molecular structures at each growth face of 

ibuprofen were studied in order to determine potential 

sites of interaction for hydrogen-bonding solvents or 

enantiomeric dimers. Diagrams of the surface structures 

were all constructed using the INTERCHEM 112 package. 

The aims of this study were to determine 

1. why the dominant face was (001) rather than (100) 

as calculated when ibuprofen was grown from non--polar 

solvent, or solvents with low hydrogen-bonding 

potential; 

2. why solvents of higher hydrogen-bonding potential 

did not interact at the {001} surface, or whether they 

were able to bind more strongly to {100} than other 

solvents such that it remained the dominant face; and, 

3. the nature of the solvent interactions causing a 

decrease in the growth rate in the (0101 direction in 

solvents as hydrogen-bonding potential increased. 

The actions of hydrogen-bonding solvents will be 

discussed first, followed by a study of the crystal* 

growth mechanism in non-polar solvents. 
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3.2.5.1 Solvent interactions at the {100} face 

The (100) face of ibuprofen can be either polar or 

non-polar as successive molecular layers are laid down. 

Figure 3.22 shows a cross section through the surface in 

which this is clearly illustrated. The surface 

alternates between a polar form, with carboxylic acid 

groups projecting directly from the surface, and a non- 

polar form consisting of the hydrocarbon portions of the 

ibuprofen molecules. Interactions between the 

hydrocarbon groups of adjacent layers are very weak (as 

confirmed by the low value of the attachment energy 

calculated in section 3.2.1), and there are no periodic 

bond chains (PBC's) promoting crystal growth in this 

direction. 

Hydrogen bonding solvent molecules can interact 

with the carboxylic acid groups protruding from the 

polar surfaces, with no geometrical restrictions 

apparent. The growth surfaces are in fact relatively 

flat. Since adsorption of solvent is not interrupting a 

pßC it is not likely to have a major effect on growth 

rate: growth rate, however, is probably dependent on the 

interaction at the non-polar surface, which could be 

described as a rate limiting step. 

Solvent interaction at the (100) surface should 

only cause a significant change in growth rate if the 

solvent can hydrogen bond very strongly to the polar 

surface (when difficult displacement of solvent could 
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switch the rate determining step to the polar surface 

variant). Of the solvents investigated, this is only 

likely to occur with methanol and ethanol which have the 

highest hydrogen bonding capacities. 
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3.2.5.2 Solvent interactions at the (001} face 

In comparison with the almost flat (100) faces, the 

(001) faces consist of ridged layers of ibuprofen dimers 

lying parallel to the surface. The polar carboxylic acid 

groups in this case lie in the bottom of a 'shallow 

concavity. 

Interactions between {001} layers are relatively 

low (see section 3.2.1). The major contributing factor 

appears to be electrostatic interactions between 

carboxylic acid dimers in adjacent layers. The most 

likely site for solvents to adsorb is therefore as a 

substitute for an ibuprofen molecule, that is, bound to 

the carboxylic acid group, and held in place by 

electrostatic interactions with the layer below. 

Steric factors must also be considered at the (001) 

face due to the shape of the binding site. Figure 3.22 

shows a side view of this, and figure 3.23 a view 

looking directly down onto the binding site. Consider 

molecule B being incorporated into the new growth layer: 

it will first have to displace any polar solvent which 

has solvated molecule A. As this is at the bottom of the 

hollow, surrounded by other molecules, steric 

restrictions will make displacement of the solvent 

difficult. 

Ibuprofen dimers lie parallel to the surface on the 

(001) growth faces, so lateral growth of the surface 

layers is likely to be suppressed, since the presence of 
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Figure 3.22: Cross section through ibuprofen 
crystal structure along (010) 
plane showing surface structures 
of (100) and (001) growth forms 
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Figure 3.23: Binding site for ibuprofen 
dimer on (001) face 
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adsorbed solvent in the binding site will also disrupt 

the weak lateral interactions between dimers. The 

appearance of small, additional {102} faces in crystals 

grown carefully from polar solvents may be explained by 

this mechanism. The presence of adsorbed solvent 

molecules would also block electrostatic interactions 

between layers, which would also act to decrease growth, 

particularly if any bulky side groups were left 

protruding from the surface. Solvents which are too 

bulky will however be prevented by steric restrictions 

from gaining access to the binding site. 
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3.2.5.3 Growth in the [01'0] -direction 

Theoretical models predict rate of growth in the 

[010] direction to be fastest (see section 3.2.1): (010) 

faces have not been observed due to their fast growth 

rate. Strong PBC's associated with the carboxylic acid 

groupings along the [010] direction contribute to the 

high growth rate, but, make it more vulnerable to the 

effects of solvent interaction. - Both {110} and (1111 

growth forms at the ends of, the b axis have carboxylic 

acid groupings protruding from their surfaces. The 

structure of the {110) face is illustrated in figure 

3.24 (that of (111} is similar but lies-at a slightly 

different angle to the plane of the paper). 

Interaction of solvent with the carboxylic acid 

groups is therefore not sterically restricted, and 

solvent molecules will be able to exchange with surface 

groupings in the same way as the monomers in solution. 

Disruption of the PBC's leads to growth rates for this 

face being more significantly affected than for the 

{i00) face where the growth rate determining step was 

not altered by the interaction. 

Solvents which can bind most strongly to carboxylic 

acid groups will therefore have the greatest effect at 

this surface - resulting in the greatest decrease in 

growth along the b axis. 

rt 
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Figure 3.24. Surface structure of the (110) face 
of ibuprofen 
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3.2.5.4 General assessment of growth in hydrogen 

bonding solvents 

Plots of relative growth rates in the [010] and [100] 

directions against the hydrogen bonding capacity of the 

solvent (see figures. 3,. 10 and 3.13 respectively) 

indicate that the proposed mechanism for solvent-induced 

growth inhibition along the b axis is possible. 

Hydrogen-bonding also appears to be a factor in the 

decreased growth rates observed at the (001) habit face. 

Steric factors may enhance the solvent effect by 

making, bound solvent more difficult to displace than at 

the ends of-the b 
, 
axis. 

Methanol and ethanol would also be expected to bind 

at the (001) surface, being small molecules of high 

polarity. However ibuprofen crystals grown from these 

solvents had dominant (1001 faces as predicted by the 

theoretical. calculations. This apparent anomaly can also 

be explained by_their hydrogen bonding capacity; they 

appear to be capable of binding to the polar variant of 

the (100) faces strongly enough that the rate 

determining step was changed. (100) faces have 

carboxylic acid groups projecting directly from the 

surface, and a. greater number are therefore available as 

binding sites when compared with the (110) and (1111 

faces. 
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3.2.5.5 General assessment of growth in non-polar 

solvents 

Hexane and toluene have negligible hydrogen bonding 

potential and are therefore unlikely to affect crystal 

growth rates by any of the preceding proposed 

mechanisms. An alternative mechanism must be found to 

explain their ability to reduce the rate of growth 

selectively at the (001) crystal faces. 

Proton NMR confirmed that ibuprofen exists as 

hydrogen-bonded acid dimers in solution in non--polar 

solvents; these are likely to be the growth units when 

ibuprofen is crystallised from non-polar solvents since 

it is energetically unstable for ibuprofen to exist as 

monomers (no change was seen in the position and shape 

of the peak associated with the hydroxyl hydrogen even 

at 25% of saturation concentration, indicating lability 

of the dimers to be low). Since the crystallisation rate 

is also dependent on the time taken for molecules to 

attain the correct orientation for incorporation into 

the growth layer 20, growth of faces where a large 

surface area of the dimer has to be orientated correctly 

will be slowed, particularly in comparison with the 

equivalent face on crystals grown from polar solvents. 

In particular this is likely to affect (001) faces to 

the greatest extent, where the dimer lies parallel to 

the surface. 
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10011 faces are indeed the only faces affected to 

any extent in non-polar solvents, which are unlikely to 

adsorb onto polar surfaces. However, as suggested in 

section 3.2.3, enantiomeric dimers present in non-polar 

solutions may act as growth inhibitors at faces where 

they can be adsorbed. 

It was demonstrated that one half of the 

enantiomeric dimer takes up the same conformation in the 

crystal structure as the racemic form. It could 

therefore become incorporated at the growing crystal 

surface. Reversal of conformation at the chiral carbon 

of the other half of the enantiomeric dimer, compared to 

that of the racemate, would cause significant distortion 

if incorporated into the surface of the growing racemic 

crystal. Replacement for example of molecule B in figure 

3.23 with one of the.. opposite conformation would cause 

increased repulsive interactions with surrounding 

molecules. 

Figure 3.25 shows a new growth layer approaching 

the 10011 crystal face. One of the molecules has been 

replaced by a molecule of the opposite chiral 

conformation; it can be seen how it can be relatively 

easily incorporated into the layer, but that the altered 

part of the molecule would cause steric interactions 

with an oncoming layer. The dimer is held in place by 

electrostatic interactions with the layer below and so 

would be difficult for solvents or a racemic dimer to 

displace. 
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Figure 3.25: Surface structures of the (100) and (001) 
faces with S(+)-ibuprofen dimer 
incorporated 
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Some incorporation of the enantiomeric dimer into 

the bulk crystal may occur. Comparison of the crystal 

structures of the racemic and enantiomeric forms in 

section 3.2.4 showed an increased unit cell volume for 

the enantiomeric form. Incorporation of enantiomeric 

dimers into the racemic crystal would therefore cause 

some distortion of the crystal lattice. Lattice strain 

has been shown to inhibit growth in some inorganic 

materials 
30,133, and the same effect may reinforce the 

"additive" effect in this system, since it is likely 

that ordered growth would be more difficult at a 

strained surface compared to an unstrained one. 

Topographs of solvent-grown crystals showed greatest 

strain in (001) growth sectors, thus it seems likely 

that some incorporation of enantiomeric dimers may be 

taking place. (001) growth sectors in acetonitrile grown 

crystals were less strained, suggesting adsorption of 

enantiomeric dimers may still be taking place, but that 

increased lability of the ibuprofen monomers in polar 

solvents makes incorporation less likely. 

Other growing crystal faces are not affected to the 

same extent by adsorption of the enantiomeric dimers 

(and those growth sectors therefore showed less 

distortion in x-ray topographs) since generally a 

smaller area of the dimer is in contact with the crystal 

surface, and the dimer units will therefore be more 

labile. Binding at the {001} surface is also stronger 

than at most others, and it is more difficult for the 
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"incorrect" dimers to be displaced from the (001) 

surface due to their position in a trough as described 

previously. Steric factors may also prevent 

incorporation of the enantiomeric dimers into other 

growth layers. The surface structure of each growth form 

was studied in order to determine why they were less 

affected by the proposed "additive" mechanism. 

100 

The altered chiral part of the molecule (shown in 

red in figure 3.25 is oriented towards the interior of 

the growth slice. This sets up additional steric 

repulsive interactions making incorporation unlikely. 

Since interactions between (100) planes are weak 

hydrocarbon interactions, adsorbed additive molecules 

are more labile than at (001) and would readily desorb. 

011 

Steric repulsive interactions due to the presence 

of the modified portion of the dimer inside the growth 

slice again would prevent incorporation of the 

enantiomeric dimer into the growth slice as illustrated 

in figure 3.26. 
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Figure 3.26: Surface structure of the (011) face with 
S(+)-ibuprofen dimer incorporated 
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1110± 

Similar steric interactions are set up by the 

additive as in the (011) growth slice (see figure 3.27). 

102 

The altered part of the molecule is in this 

instance pointing directly out of the 

illustrated in figure 3.28, allowing 

incorporated at the growth interface, 

oncoming layers. (102) faces occurred 

crystals grown from hexane by solvent 

from other more polar solvents. 

102 

growth slice, as 

it to be 

but would block 

more frequently in 

evaporation than 

Similar to (102), but the chiral methyl group is 

oriented more into the slice, therefore the dimer is 

less likely to be adsorbed at this face (figure 3.28). 
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Figure 3.27: Surface structure of the (110) face with 
S(+)-ibuprofen dimer incorporated 
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Figure 3.28: Surface structures of the (102) and (102) 
faces with S(+)-ibuprofen dimer incorporated 
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3.2.5.6 Summary 

Two separate mechanisms are proposed for 

morphological modifications resulting from growth of 

ibuprofen from polar hydrogen bonding and non-polar 

solvents: -- 

Interactions with more polar solvents appear to be 

predominantly due to a hydrogen bonding effect, with 

steric factors also contributing at (001) surfaces. 

Non-polar solvents appear to reduce the rate of 

growth at the {001? face due to the presence of 

enantiomeric dimers in solution adsorbing preferentially 

at this surface. This may be the source of the 

additional lattice strain observed in ibuprofen crystals 

grown from a non-polar solvent, resulting in increased 

dissolution rates and mosaic spread. Incorporation of 

enantiomeric dimers into the crystal lattice, appears to 

be the likely cause, and the increased time taken for 

dimers to orientate at the growth interface, and/or 

exchange with the correct dimers if necessary may also 

contribute. Growth of good quality crystals from hexane 

solution is more difficult than from polar solvents, 

requiring slower cooling rates, possibly due to the 

longer time taken for the above processes, although this 

is difficult to compare when growth conditions are 

different. 
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3.3 ASSESSMENT OF PLASTICITY AND FRACTURE PROPERTIES OF 

IBUPROFEN CRYSTALS USING MICROINDENTATION 

TECHNIQUES 0 

In section 1.4.4 the effect of the crystal 

deformation mechanism on compactibility was discussed. 

Plastic deformation (or slip) occurs only on specific 

slip planes within the crystal structure. Microscopic 

observations of-crystal surfaces indented with the Knoop 

indenter provided information on the active slip systems 

and on the fracture behaviour of ibuprofen. Crystal 

hardness measurements were also performed using Knoop 

microindentation testing. Effective Resolved Shear 

Stress (ERSS) calculations were then performed to 

analyse hardness results. 

3.3.1 Identification of Potential Slip Systems and 

Cleavage Planes from Crystal Structure Analysis 

As described in section 2.6.2.1, potential slip 

systems can, be. identified on the basis of large 

interplanar spacings (dhkl) and small'Burgers vector 

(b), provided there is no impediment to slip. The planes 

with highest dhkl values were'previously determined in 

section 3.2.1 using the program MORANG to identify 

likely growth forms. In table 3.7, potential slip 

systems are identified on the basis of dhkl values and 

molecular, overlap between layers. 
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(hkl} dhkl (A) Comments 

100 14.472 Relatively planar surface (see 
figure 3.10) coupled with high 
dhl, l and low intermolecular 
interactions combine to make 
this the cleavage plane. 

001 10.587 dhkl quite high, and Eatt 
relatively low. However, the 
surface is ridged (figure 3.22) 
and will restrict slip to 
particular directions. Also a 
potential cleavage plane. 

110 6.925 Hydrogen bonding present 
between planes and molecular 
overlap will prevent slip 
(figure 3.27). 

011 6.324 Hydrogen bonding also present 
between layers, but overlap 
less than for (110) planes 
therefore restricted movement 
possible (figure 3.26). 

111 5.599 Similar to (11O} -a lot of 
overlap between layers 
therefore slip unlikely. 

111 5.601 as above 

102 5.567 Not affected by hydrogen 
bonding; movement relatively 
unaffected by molecular overlap 
(figure 3.28). 

102 4.731 as above 

210 5.330 Molecular overlap prevents slip 
as for {110}. 

020 3.943 Strongly hydrogen-bonded, and 
high degree of overlap, but 
slip potentially possible in 
some directions (figure 3.27). 

TABLE 3.7: IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL SLIP PLANES 

Burgers vectors were then calculated for potential slip 
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directions lying in the slip plane and are given in 

table 3.8. 

Slip plane b [uvw] . b. (A} Comment 
, 

100 010 7.006 
001 10.730 Not obstructed 
011 13.316 or hydrogen 
011 13.316 bonded 

001 100 14.667 
010 7.866 Not obstructed 
110 16.653 or hydrogen 
110 16.653 bonded 

011 100 14.667 Hydrogen bonds 
must be broken. 

011 N/A Molecular 
obstructions 
present. 

102 010 7.886 No bonds or 
obstruction. 

201 29.50 Too high to be 
likely. 

102 010 7.886 No bonds or 
obstruction. 

201 29.50 Too high to be 
likely. 

020 100 14.667 No bonds or 
obstruction. 

001 N/A 
101 N/A Molecular 
101 N/A obstruction. 

TABLE 3.8: BURGERS VECTORS FOR POSSIBLE SLIP DIRECTIONS 

The slip system activated is also dependent on the 
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plane of indentation, and the indenter angle. For 

instance, slip on particular systems is easiest to 

activate when the long axis of the indenter is parallel 

to the planes on which slip occurs. The slip systems 

listed above, can however be used as a guide to the 

possible sources of slip traces observed around 

indentations. 

3.3.2 Microscopic Observations of Structural Changes 

around Knoop Indentations 

Observation of the cracks and dislocation traces 

around indentations was performed to obtain information 

regarding the actual cleavage and slip planes 

respectively. Changes in the slip traces with indenter 

angle were looked for as these may have indicated a 

change from one slip system to another. 

3.3.2.1 (001) face 

Examination of the crystal surface around 

indentations on the (001) crystal faces predominantly 

showed cracking along [010), as shown on plate 3.13. 

This seemed to be due to cleavage on the (100) planes, 

since their intersection with the (001) surface lies 

along the same direction. Occasionally, thermal etching 

revealed additional slip traces in the same direction, 

although the presence of cracks tended to conceal this. 
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Plate 3.13: Knoop indentation on the (001) face 
showing cracking along [010]. 

(Sample unetched) 
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although the presence of cracks tended to conceal this. 

An example of the observed slip traces is shown in the 

lower left hand side of the indentation in plate 3.14; 

the cracks on the right were present before thermal 

etching, traces on the left appeared after etching. 

Additional, shorter slip traces were observed 

along [100] when the long axis of the indenter was 

approximately 300 from [010]. Some indication of this 

can be seen in plate 3.14, and more clearly in plate 

3.15. Slip on either (020) or (011) planes could 

generate traces at this orientation. 

10011 samples, allowed to etch thermally, also 

exhibited further development of cracks along [010], 

not always directly attached to an indentation, which 

occurred over time. Plate 3.16 shows an indentation 

after storage at 30°C for fourteen days, in which these 

slower developing cracks can be observed. This slow 

stress relaxation may be the source of the strain 

recovery (expansion) of ibuprofen compacts observed on 

storage 
5 and may be due to time-dependent resolution of 

elastic stresses introduced during indentation, or 

further dislocation movement e. g. release of piled up 

dislocations. 

3.3.2.2 (100) face 

The predominant direction of slip traces or cracks 

after indentation of (100) samples was also [010], a's 
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Plate 3.15: Knoop indentation on the (001) face 
showing slip traces along [010]. Slip 
traces along [100] appeared after thermal 
etching for 30 days. 
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Plate 3.16: Knoop indentation on the (001) face 
showing cracking produced by 1011 
of residual stresses. 

(Sample stored and thermally etch('d 1 ýýr 
14 days). 
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Plate 3.17: Knoop indentation on the (100) face 
showing slip traces along [010] 

(Sample photographed immediately after 
indentation). 
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Plate 3.18: Knoop indentation on the (100) face 
showing conchoidal cracking, and slip 
traces along [010] which appeared after 
thermal etching. 
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instance to correspond with slip or possibly cleavage 

respectively on (001) planes. since they intersect with 

the (100) surface at this angle and have a high 

interplanar spacing. Other possible slip planes which 

could produce slip traces at this orientation are (102) 

and {102}, which have much lower interplanar spacings. 

Conchoidal cracking, due to lifting off of surface 

layers on removal of the indenter was also frequently 

observed on (100} samples, since the major cleavage 

plane was parallel to the surface. An example of this is 

shown in plate 3.18. 

In plate 3.18, slip traces were again observed. 

along [0101, which appeared to be detached from the 

indentation itself, and which were only observed after 

storage (and simultaneous thermal etching). Detached 

slip traces were also seen after storage in one instance 

at 55' to (010], when the indentation was parallel to 

[001] (plate 3.19). This may again have been due to 

cracking caused by residual stresses, or stress 

relaxation by slip on {011} planes. 

Plate 3.20 shows an example of slip trace 

alignments at a second orientation. When (100) samples 

were indented with the long axis of the indenter at 45' 

to both [010) and [001], slip traces parallel to the 

indenter axis were occasionally observed after thermal 

etching. These may also have been due to slow recovery 

of elastic stresses, but none of the likely slip planes 

intersect the surface at this angle and the observed 
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Plate 3.19: Knoop indentations on the (100) face 
showing slip traces along [010] and, 
with the long axis of the indenter 
parallel to [001], at 550 to the 
indenter axis. 
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Plate 3.20: Knoop indentations on the (100) fact, 
showing slip traces along [010] and 
parallel to the long axis of the 
indenter. 

(Sample etched for 14 days). 
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traces seem more likely to have been associated with 

conchoidal cracking on the underlying planes. 

3.3.2.3 {110} face 

Indentation on the (110) planes produced features 

aligned in two main directions. These were identified as 

cracking along [001], corresponding to the intersection 

of the {100} cleavage plane; and dark traces along [110] 

into the crystal bulk, following the angle of 

intersection of the (001) planes with {110}. Both of 

these are shown in plate 3.21. The curved bands seen at 

the top and bottom of the indentation were indicative of 

cleavage taking place down into the crystal bulk, with 

the fringeing effect arising from optical interference 

due to slight movement of adjacent crystal planes and 

introduction of a thin air gap between them. The dark 

traces along [110] also appear to have considerable 

depth, and are again likely to be due to internal 

cracking, since slip will not produce optical effects 

such as this. 

Storage of the samples for two months at 30'C 

showed slip traces generated by dislocation movement on 

(100) from the internal cracks (with subsequent etching) 

as shown in plate 3.22. Internal cracking along (110] 

appears to have produced surface cracks detached from 

the indentations. 
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Plate 3.21: Knoop indentations on the (110) face 
showing slip traces in the [001] 
(with fringeing) and [110] directions. 

(Sample photographed immediately after 
indentation). 
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Plate 3.22: Knoop indentations on the (110) face 
showing cracking observed after storage 
for 60 days. 
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The directions of the traces on the (110) face 

indicate that the activated slip planes are (100) and 

possibly (001), cracking concealing any slip traces 

which may have been produced by slip on the latter 

planes. Slip on other proposed systems such as (102) 

would not have produced traces at these orientations. 

3.3.2.4 (111) face 

Indentation on the (111) plane shows similar deep 

curved bands to those on the {110} planes (plate 3.23), 

which seemed to correspond to cleavage on (100). 

Occasionally, very short traces were also observed along 

(1101, as also illustrated in plate 3.23. These 

corresponded to the intersection of the (001) planes. 

Thermal etching of indented samples for one to two 

months allowed etch pits to develop, these also being 

aligned along (011], but were not necessarily connected 

with indentations (plate 3.24). Traces parallel to the 

intersection of the (100) cleavage plane also appeared 

close to indentations, but these were not etched, 

suggesting that they had appeared at some point late in 

the etching process. These can be seen in plate 3.25, at 

the right hand side of the centre indentation. 

Measurements of crystal hardness were also made i 
during indentation, and were used to obtain further 

1 
evidence of the active slip systems. This will be 

i 
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Plate 3.23: Knoop indentation on the (111) face 
showing cleavage in the [011] direction 
and slip traces along [110]. 

(Sample photographed immediately after 
indentation). 
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on the (111) face 
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showing traces parallel to the cleavage 
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appeared during storage. 
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reported in the following section. 
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3.3.3 Hardness Measurements using the Knoop indenter 

Knoop hardness was determined on the {100}, {001}, 

(110) and (111) crystal forms. Three samples of good 

quality of each were tested: one grown from hexane and 

two from acetonitrile for each of {100} and (001). 

{110} and (111) habit faces from hexane-grown crystals 

were too small to be of use. Initial examination of the 

results showed insignificant differences between 

hardness results of the two types of crystal therefore 

the results were considered together. Knoop hardness 

curves illustrated show mean hardness values for the 

{001}, (100). (110) and (111) growth forms 

respectively. Standard deviations are plotted as bars. 

3.3.3.1 {001} face 

Knoop hardness results for the (001) face are shown 

in figure 3.29. They show that [010] was the softest 

direction, and [100] the hardest. No other minima or 

maxima were observed in the results, but "shoulders" 

were observed at ±10 to 30' from [010] indicating a 

possible change in the active slip system at these 

points. Alternatively, cracking (particularly in the 

hexane-grown samples) may have led. to an overestimate of 

the length of the indentations aligned along [010], 

decreasing the apparent hardness value at this 

orientation. The standard deviation of the measurements 
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Figure 3.29: Knoop hardness curve for (001) 
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at this orientation is however small, indicating 

measurement errors were unlikely to be the cause. 

The direction of minimum hardness, [010], 

corresponds to the direction of the slip traces observed 

on this face, and to the angle at which 11001 planes 

intersect with the indented surface. Of the other 

possible slip planes, only (102) and {102) would 

intersect at the same angle, but have lower interplanar 

spacings, and are therefore less likely to be the active 

system. 

Maximum hardness occurs when the long axis of the 

indenter is parallel to-[1001. At this indenter angle, 

slip and/or cleavage on (1001 planes would be most 

difficult to activate. 

Slip traces parallel to [1001 were also observed 

with the indenter approximately 350 from [010], 

indicating 
a possible secondary slip system which could 

involve either (020) or (0111 planes, both of which 

would be difficult to initiate, due to hydrogen-bonding 

between planes, but may explain the "shoulders" on the 

hardness curve. Slip on {011} would be the more likely 

of the, two, due to the higher dhkl value. 

3.3.3.2 (100) face 

More complex, hardness 'curves are observed on the 

{ loo 1 face; -"as --illustrated in figure -3.30. The softesý 

direction is again along [010], with one smaller minimum 
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Figure 3.30: Knoop hardness curve for (100) 
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in the [001] direction. 

Microscopic observation also showed slip traces 

aligned along [010], which suggested the activation of 

slip systems involving {001}, (102) or {102) planes, 

with (001) being most likely, due to the high interplanar 

spacing. (102} planes however intersect at a similar 

angle to the surface, as illustrated in figure 3.31, and 

may also be involved. The standard deviation of the 
U 

results around [010] suggests that cracking in the 

hexane-grown samples may have contributed to measurement 

errors. 

The smaller minimum in the [001] direction is less 

easy to explain in terms of potential slip planes. It 

may be an artefact of slip on the major system. However, 

slip traces were observed at this indenter angle in one 

instance (plate 3.19) at 550 to [001] which may be 

associated with slip on (Ofi) planes, which intersect 

at this angle, despite a high attachment energy. ERSS 

calculations are required for confirmation. 

3.3.3.3 (1101 face 

Two minima are observed in the Knoop results shown 

in figure 3.32, the major one in the [001] 'direction, 

and a smaller minimum in the [1101 direction, 

observations indicated these were likely to be 

associated with slip on (1001 and (001) planes 

respectively. Slip on the 10011 planes does not seem to 
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Figure 3.32: Knoop hardness curve for (110) 
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be as easily activated by indentation on {110} as on 

{100}, leading to a higher hardness value on the (110) 

face. This is likely to be because the {001} planes are 

at a larger angle to the face normal in this case. 

3.3.3.4 (111) face 

One minimum is observed in the Knoop hardness plot, 

shown in figure 3.33, on the (111} face in the (011) 

direction. This is again parallel to the intersection of 

the (100) planes, and the direction of the slip traces 

observed on this face. The traces parallel to (110] do 

not seem to be reflected in the Knoop hardness results. 

Slip on the (001} planes was difficult to generate at 

this orientation, and (110], the angle of their 

intersection with the {111} surface, was the hardest 

direction. 
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Figure 3.33: Knoop hardness curve for (111) 
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3.3.4 Analysis of Hardness Anisotropy from ERSS 

Calculations 

Calculation of effective resolved shear stresses 

(ERSS) was developed in order to explain hardness 

anisotropy in inorganic materials. Slip in organic 

molecular solids has not been as comprehensively 

studied, but. it is likely that the deformation systems 

are more complex, due to molecular overlap and the 

conformation changes of molecules at the surface of slip 

planes. Organic materials also tend to fracture more 

readily 
70. ERSS calculations only take into account 

deformation by slip, although they have also been 

applied to twinning 134. Elastic deformation and brittle 

fracture may also occur during-indentation, which can 

affect hardness results, and cannot be dealt with in 

terms of ERSS at present. 

Both brittle fracture and time-dependent relaxation 

of elastic stresses were observed on indentation of 

ibuprofen crystals which may make, analysis of hardness 

on the sole basis of ERSS curves problematic. However, 

assuming the general principles-which govern likely slip 

systems are similar i. e. high dhkl and/or low Eatt and 

low b,. it should be possible to determine at least 

whether proposed slip systems are possible or not. 

potential molecular obstructions, and the presence of 

strong intermolecular interactions which may make slip 

less easy than predicted, were identified by the use of 
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crystal packing diagrams. Consideration of these factors 

in the selection of likely slip systems should avoid 

some of the problems outlined above. 

Although a low value of ERSS indicates a hard 

crystal direction and vice versa, since the ERSS values 

obtained are not absolute (since F/A in equation 2.8 is 

ignored) it is more difficult to compare ERSS curves 

directly for different slip systems especially if 

switching between slip systems occurs. The shape of the 

ERSS curves should indicate likely hard and soft 

directions for the proposed slip systems, but 

consideration of dhkl" b" intermolecular interactions 

and molecular overlap is also necessary when determining 

the active slip system from ERSS analysis. 

From the preceding experimental observations, the 

dominant slip planes appeared to be (100) and (001} 

since slip traces on different faces were aligned 

parallel to their intersection with the indented 

surface. Minima in the hardness results also occurred 

when the long indenter axis was parallel to the 

intersection of these planes. However additional slip 

traces and features on the hardness curves were also 

present. ERSS curves were determined for all potential 

slip systems in order to identify which were most 

likely. 
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3.3.4.1 10011 face 

The major slip traces on the (0011 face were 

aligned along [010]. Of the slip systems presented in 

table 3.8, these traces could be produced only by slip 

on either (100) or (1021 Planes. Calculated ERSS curves 

for all the possible Burgers vectors for these slip 

planes are shown in figure 3.34. Of the (100) slip 

systems, (100)[001] gives generally highest values, and 

is closest in shape to the inverse of the hardness 

values. (102) [010] is unlikely to be an active slip 

system, since it is most resistant to slip when the long 

indenter axis is aligned along [010], the softest 

crystallographic direction. Slip on (100)[010] may 

contribute to the formation of shoulders on the. Knoop 

hardness curves for this face (and to be dominant at 

[100] where it has the highest value of all systems 

investigated), 'but the maxima in the ERSS curves are not 

quite at the same angles as the shoulders, and this is 

not therefore conclusive. 

"Additional slip traces were observed parallel to 

[100], consistent with slip on (020} or (011) planes.. 

EgSS curves for these are illustrated in figure 3.35,.,, 

With ERSS curves for slip on (0011 planes, which could 

also be activated, but would not produce any slip traces 

on the (0011 surface, since emergent dislocations only 

appear on crystal surfaces which intersect the slip 

plane, unlike this case where they are parallel. Slip on 
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both {011}[1001 or (020}[1001 could contribute to the 

shoulders on the hardness curves (and dominate in the 

(1001 direction) although the ERSS values are below 

those of the dominant system {100}(001). In this case. 

an additive effect may be taking place. The higher dhkl 

of the (011) planes makes slip more likely than on 

(020). 
The ERSS curve for {001}[1001 closely follows that 

for (100)(0011 on this 

therefore impossible to 

activated or not, again 

to the surface. Slip on 

place since the maximum 

direction. 

3.3.4.2 {100} face 

)lane of indentation, and it is 

determine whether it is 

because the planes are parallel 

(001)[010} is not likely to take 

in ERSS occurs in the hardest 

On the (100) face, the dominant slip traces were 

aligned along [010] and could have been produced by slip 

on (001} or (102} planes. ERSS curves for all possible 

slip systems are shown in figure 3.36. 

The minimum in the hardness curves appears to have 

been due to slip on (001) [100], since the maximum in 

ERSS occurs parallel to [010]. Again {102}(010], which 

has very low ERSS at this angle does not seem to be 

activated. 

What were believed to be additional slip traces 

were occasionally observed at 55° to 60' from (0101. Of 
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the likely slip planes, only (011) or (0111 could 

produce slip traces at this angle. Calculated ERSS 

- curves are illustrated in figure 3.37. The maxima in the 

respective ERSS curves at the angles of interest suggest 

slip on these planes is most likely at these angles. 

However, hardness results do not show a minimum at these 

angles, and it would appear that hydrogen-bonding 

between layers acts to prevent slip (in agreement with 

high Eatt for these planes), and an insignificant amount 

of slip takes place on these planes. 

ERSS curves were also calculated for slip on 10201 

and (100) planes in order to investigate the secondary 

minimum in the hardness results parallel to [001]. Slip 

on {1001[001] is not activated'at this orientation, but 

11001[010] gave a maximum ERSS value, as did (0201[0101. 

Since no slip traces were observed parallel to [001] 

slip on (020) planes seems unlikely, and the secondary 

minimum seems to be due to slip on {100)[010], parallel 

to the indented surface. 

3.3'. 4.3 (110} and 1111) faces 

ERSS curves could not be determined for these faces 

as the necessary stereographic projections of crystal 

directions could not be obtained due to a fault in the 

plotting program, as described earlier (section 2.4.1). 

However the slip traces observed, and Knoop hardness 

curves are consistent with slip on (100) and (001) 
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planes. No slip traces were observed which could have 

been associated with slip on any other of the proposed 

systems. 

3.3.4.4 Summary 

ERSS curves calculated for the (100} and (001) 

faces suggest that two major slip systems are activated 

by indentation, possibly on both faces. namely; 

(100)[001) 

and (001)[100). 

Slip on {100}[010) also appears to be activated on the 

(100) face, giving rise to a secondary minimum in the 

hardness results for this face. 

The combination of slip traces on both faces 

suggested that slip on (011} and (011) planes may also 

have been taking place. Calculated ERSS curves are 

consistent with this, despite very high calculated 

values which are not reflected in the hardness curves. 

The relatively infrequent appearance of slip traces, and 

this scaling down of the calculated ERSS suggests slip 

on (011)[1001 or (011}[100] is hindered by the molecular 

interactions between the planes, or possibly by 

molecular obstruction. A small degree of slip on these 

systems would however be sufficient to explain the 

formation of shoulders on the hardness results, and the 

apparent flattening of the hardness curves for the (100) 

face between the minima. 
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Despite the need to take account of bonding between 

layers, and the presence of molecular obstruction to 

slip, use of ERSS calculations to analyse hardness 

anisotropy in organic molecular solids appears possible. 

The active slip systems were those with highest dhkl and 

smallest Burgers vector, consistent with plastic slip in 

inorganic materials. The lower interactions between 

planes in organic materials, which have Van der Waals 

and electrostatic interactions rather than ionic 

bonding, appears to increase the number of active slip 

systems - there are normally only one or two in 

inorganic materials. 
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3.3.5 Summary and Discussion 

Determination of the slip systems operating during 

micro-indentation testing should demonstrate how a 

material will deform under pressure e. g. compaction/ 

tableting. ERSS calculation, combined with Knoop 

hardness measurements and microscopic observations, 

appears to be a valid technique for identifying these 

active slip systems. 

Knoop hardness measurements were not able to 

differentiate between ibuprofen samples grown from 

different solvents, which have been shown elsewhere to 

compress differently. It was, however, noted during 

testing that hexane-grown samples cracked more easily 

than those grown from acetonitrile, leading to possible 

measurement errors in section 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 , and 

were generally more brittle, requiring more careful 

handling. Macroscopic cracking also occurred readily 

with hexane-grown crystals, as illustrated in plates 

3.26 and 3.27. 

-- Brittle materials are more likely to deform by 

fracture than by plastic deformation during compaction 

at typical tableting pressures, potentially leading to 

weaker compacts 70 as outlined in section 1.4.4. These 

materials also become harder, and more difficult to 

compress as the particle size decreases135, resulting in 

a decrease in compact strength. Kaneniwa et al7l, also 

showed that by increasing the particle size of a 
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Plate 3.26: Cracking around an indentation on the 
(001) face of a hexane-grown crystal. 

PlaLe 3.27: Macroscopic cracking on a hexane-grown 
crystal after indentation. 
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compound, known to deform by brittle fracture, stronger 

compacts, were produced, whereas compact tensile strength 

was independent'of particle size for materials deforming 

plastically. By'this reasoning, at equivalent particle 

sizes, ibuprofen crystallised from polar solvents should 

form'stronger compacts than crystals grown from'non- 

polar'solvents. Small brittle particles below a critical 

size'appear to be ductile (deforming by gross yielding 

rather than slip), and are squashed flat at high 

pressures. ' This, or increased localised asperity 

melting, 'which would occur by the same mechanism, may be 

a possible reasonvfor increased adhesion to the die 

walls of tablets produced commercially. If applied! 

stresses-cannot be relieved by plastic deformation, or 

by further brittle fracture, then asperity melting 

becomes possible 69. 

Gordon and Amin'l found that ibuprofen 

recrystallised from polar solvents showed improved 

tableting performance compared to'that recrystallised 

from hexane or heptane; sticking of compacts to the die 

walls and compact lamination were reduced, and improved 

tablet bonding was observed. This appeared to be due at 

least in part to an increase in plasticity, associated 

with crystallisation from a solvent from which crystal 

, growth occurred by deposition of monomers rather than 

dimers. This introduced less strain to the crystal 

System, demonstrated by the decreased asterism observed 

in crystals grown from acetonitrile, and decreased 
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distortion of x-ray topographs. Hüttenrauch 136 also 

found that well-crystallised samples of lactose and 

cellulose (which deformed plastically) produced stronger 

compacts than less well-crystallised samples of the same 

material. The well-crystallised samples had a greater 

potential for what was termed "activation". Plastic 

deformation appeared to increase the dislocation density 

of the well-crystallised material and hence its internal 

energy, the resulting stress being released by 

interparticulate bonding and/or slip. Conversely, in 

samples showing lower crystallinity, dislocations would 

tend to pile-up and/or be pinned by impurities, and the 

crystals are therefore more likely to fracture under 

pressure or exhibit work-hardening. 

Individual dislocations could not be detected by 

X-ray topography to further confirm the slip systems 

proposed. X-ray topographs did indicate however that 

hexane grown crystals were more strained, and also that 

the (001) type planes were most strained. Adsorption of 

the "wrong" dimers and slowing of growth at this face 

would appear to be the cause. 

/ 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

Various factors appear to contribute to the 

alteration in compaction behaviour of ibuprofen crystals 

grown from different solvents. The change in crystal 

morphology from long, thin plates to a more equant shape 

occurs by a proposed change in the growth mechanism: 

growth from polar solvents occurs by deposition of 

monomer units, whereas from non-polar solvents, 

carboxylic acid dimers'seem to be the growth unit. This 

leads to an increase in internal strain in crystals 

grown from non-polar solvents, particularly in the (001) 

growth sector which would be most affected by the change 

in growth mechanism. No change was observed in crystal 

hardness, but the increase in strain did lead to 

increased reactivity, observed during dissolution 

testing. 

Crystals with a greater degree of' internal disorder 

tend to be less able to deform plastically, and this was 

observed with ibuprofen crystals grown from hexane, 

which tended to be more brittle. This may be 'a major 

source of the incidence of capping and lamination 

observed on compaction of ibuprofen. Additionally, 

brittle materials are more likely to deform by local 

asperity melting (or gross yielding) at high pressures, 

explaining the increased incidence of sticking of 

tablets of hexane-crystallised ibuprofen in tablet dies. 

The change in habit may also affect the incidence 
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of capping and lamination, since it has been observed 

that flat platey crystals are more likely to take up a 

preferred orientation within the tablet bed, resulting 

in a layering effect within the compact, rather than a 

homogeneous, well-bonded one. 

Crystallisation on an industrial scale, at 

conditions of high supersaturation, will not necessarily 

produce the same crystal morphologies as those obtained 

in this work. However, the variation in crystal 

morphology observed followed similar trends to those 

previously observed at conditions of high 

supersaturation 
1, and therefore are likely to be 

applicable in general terms in the industrial situation. 

The defect concentration of crystals grown at high 

supersaturation is, on the other hand, likely to differ 

considerably from that of the relatively low defect 

crystals grown in this work. However, it was necessary 

to use low defect crystals in order to identify the 

slip systems operating during plastic deformation. The 

effect of the nature and concentration of crystal 

defects on the compaction of ibuprofen crystals is a 

a subject for further study. 
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5 FURTHER WORK 

Future work on the subject of the problems of 

compaction of industrially produced ibuprofen crystals 

might include a detailed study of the fracture mechanics 

of ibuprofen crystals, comparing crystals grown from 

solvents of varying polarity. Dislocation 

characterisation by x-ray topography, involving growth 

of very high quality crystals, may permit a better 

understanding of the deformation processes. The source 

of fringeing observed in the topographs may be 

elucidated if better quality crystals were available. 

Further work on the physical properties of ibuprofen 

crystals might include solution calorimetry to determine 

precisely the effect of lattice strain on heat of 

formation, entropy etc., and further dissolution 

experiments to determine the rate constants for the 

transport and surface controlled reactions, and the 

influence of lattice strain on them. Additionally, and 

I perhaps most importantly, compaction measurements of 

crystals grown from polar solvents would be of interest. 
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Appendix 

Structure of 5(+)-Ibuprofen 

A, B, C = 12.462 8.035 13.539 

ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA = 90.000 112.890 90.000 

66 SYMOPS= 257 

10 -0.96442 -"-0.90200 -0.77656 

20 -1.08433 -0.73300 -0.89622 

3 0 -0.26847 0.07143 0.04999 

4 0 -0.14976 -0.75969 -0.83159 

5 C -0.98678 -0.64068 -0.80225 

6 C -0.89047 -0.64068 -0.80225 

7 C -0.90086 -0.52813 -0.89366 

8 C -0.88367 -0.54743 -0.69834 

9 C -0.95632 -0.40807 -0.70356 

10 C -0.94632 -0.32631 -0.61743 

11 C -0.87604 -0.37981 -0.51657 

12 C -0.81026 -0.52262 -0.51095 

13 C -0.81480 -0.60468 -0.59986 

14 C -0.86405 -0.28780 -0.40935 

15 C -0.76727 -0.16459 -0.37199 

16 C -0.74106 -0.10065 -0.26509 

17 C -0.78360 -0.02076 -0.44988 

18 C -0.24401 -0.07008 -0.10053 

19 C -0.34153 -0.19578 -0.06593 

20 C -0.45756 -0.11468 0.05094 

21 C -0.34018 -0.28813 -0.03133 

SPGR - P21 
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22 C -0.26673 -0.42216 -0.01646 

23 C --0.26237 -0.51112 -0.10445 

24 C -0.33306 -0.46643 -0.20486 

25 C --0.40624 -0.33004 -0.22297 

26 C -0.40818 -0.24134 -0.13516 

27 C -0.333676 -0.56308 -0'. 30494 

28 C -0.43896 -0.68360 -0.35162 

29 C -0.43399 "-0.81782 -0.27508 

30 C -0.44775 -0.75281 -0.45608 

31 H -1.06500 -0.97510 -0.81200 

32 H -0.16870 0.13090 0.08660 

33 H --0.30998 -0.70679 -0.78252 

34 H -0.83188 -0.43893 -0.87655 

35 H -0.90513 -0.60061 -0.96165 

36 H -0.98135 -0.46202 -0.91339 

37 H -1.00497 -0.35951 -0.78183 

38 H -1.00301 -0.21991 -0.62707 

39 H -0.75143 -0.56627 -0.43287 

40 H -0.76219 -0.71442 -0.59438 

41 H -0.94368 -0.21989 -0.42797 

42 Ii -0.85480 -0.37260 -0.34684 

43 H -0.69164 -0.22539 -0.37435 

44 H -0.66950 -0.01487 -0.23682 

45 -H -0.81669 -0.03985 -0.26273 

46 H -0.72014 -0.20570 -0.21200 

47 H -0.71204 -0.06502 -0.42161 

48 H -0.79016 -0.07029 -0.52562 

49 H -0.86241 -0.04480 -0.46076 
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50 H -0.32107 -0.28587 0.12913 

51 H --0.52531 -0.20659 0.02894 

52 H -0.45310 -0.05330 0.12282 

53 11 -0.47802 -0.02459 -0.01226 

54 11 -0.21182 -0.45940 0.06447 

55 H --0.20409 -0.61642 -0.09153 

56 H -0.46340 -0.29422 -0.30351 

57 H -0.45883 -0.12765 -0.14966 

58 H -0.33513 -0.47647 -0.36466 

59 H -0.25917 -0.63744 -0.27936 

60 H -0.51698 -0.61408 -0.36535 

61 fi -0.50858 -0.89730 -0.30923 

62 H -0.35597 -0.88734 -0.26135 

63 H -0.43024 -0.76837 -0.20019 

64 H -0.52234 -0.83229 -0.49023 

65 ii -0.44969 -0.65760 --0.51232 

66 H -0.36933 -0.82414 -0.43622 
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